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Koziy granted
temporary visa
by Costa Rica
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Popovych freed from internal exile

northern concentration camps of the
USSR, where she reportedly participated inprisoncrs' strikes and protests
led by former members and sympathizers of the Organization of UkraiS A N J O S E , C o s t a Rica — The
nian Nationalists (OUN)and the Ukraigovernment of Costa Rica has granted a
nian Insurgent Army (UPA).
temporary visa to Bohdan Koziy, the
During her imprisonment, Ms. PoUkrainian national wanted in the Soviet
povych made an attempt to escape, but
Union for crimes allegedly committed
was shot in the hip by a guard and
during World-War II, an official told
became an invalid.
Reuters on September II.
After her release, the dissident reInterior Minister Ronaldo Ramirez
turned to Ivano-Frankivskc, where she
announced that the 64-year-old Mr.
earned her living by performing hard
Koziy and his spouse, Yaroslava, were
manual work and eventually became
given temporary visas despite an extrainvolved in the dissemination of samdition request earlier this year by the
vydav (clandestine publications).
Soviet Union.
Her arrest in October I974came soon
Moscow has accused Mr. Koziy of
after she underwent hipbone surgery
participation in the Nazi killing and
and the dissident was forced t o recupedeportation of "Ukrainian Jews in the
rate u n d e r p r i s o n c o n d i t i o n s while
second world war.
awaiting her trial. Ms. Popovych de_
Mr.' Ramifez,"nowcvcr, "3»id'<4wrt—•
-1950s: •t?as'wortTe«rirta^-^Srttr ** eWrOTg rmrig?rstrnTtt;^ghicn she mainevidence presented by the Soviets was
tained for 45 days and stopped only
amnesty marking the 70th anniversary
insufficient t o justify M r . Koziy's
u n d e r t h r e a t of force-feeding. She
of the October revolution.
extradition. Costa Rican authorities
received her 13-year sentence after the
Ms. P o p o v y c h w a s c o m p l e t i n g a
first became aware Mr. Koziy was in the
sentence of eight years in labor camp c o u r t d e c l a r e d h e r a n "especiallycountry in August 1985.
dangerous recidivist.**
and five years* exile for "anti-Soviet
"His supposed authorship of crimes
Ms. Popovych, who is unmarried,
agitation and propaganda** under Ara g a i n s t J e w s h a s n o t been d e m o n arrived
in February of 1975, Internaticle 62 of the Ukrainian SSR Criminal
strated," said Mr. Ramirez, adding that
tional Women's Year, in the women's
Code. She was arrested in October 1974
the accused had not broken any Costa
f o r c e d - l a b o r c a m p in M o r d o v i a on
in a general round-up of Ukrainian
Rican laws or created any reason for his
crutches.
activists for disseminating Ukrainian
deportation.
The dissident joined the Ukrainian
samvydav a n d assisting the Ukrainian
The visas would be subject to renewal political prisoners throughout the late
Helsinki Monitoring Group while in
based o n p e r i o d i c reviews on the
labor camp in 1979.
1960s and early 1970s.
couples behavior during their stay in
In O c t o b e r 1982, M s . P o p o v y c h
Ms. P o p o v y c h served a ten-year
the country, Mr. Ramirez said.
completed her labor camp term and
sentence from 1944-54forheractivityin
went into exile in the Tomsk region.
the U k r a i n i a n i n d e p e n d e n c e m o v e Several o t h e r d i s s i d e n t s from Um e n t . She was i n c a r c e r a t e d in the

Census reveals
language decline
among Canadians
by Michael Bodorkiw

OTTAWA — The number of Canadians with Ukrainian as their mother
tongue has decreased dramatically over
the past five years, according to a 1986
report released by the Canadian government.
The biggest decline in the six provinces with the largest concentrations of
U k r a i n i a n s o c c u r r e d in the p r a i r i e
provinces, where Ukrainians first came
to Canada.
Between 1981 and 1986, the number
of persons in Saskatchewan declaring
Uk rainian as their mother tongue fell 23
percent. The neighboring provinces of
Alberta and Manitoba both underwent
drops of 21 percent.
The findings are contained in a report
released by Statistics Canada on July 9,
a n d reflect d a t a collected from all
households in Canada during a national
census poll in 1986.
In ihe census, 2.9 million persons, or
a little more than ten percent of the
Canadian population, reported having
(Continued on page 11)
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J E R S E Y CITY, N.J. — Ukrainian
human rights activist Oksana Popovych
was released in late July from internal
exile in the Tomsk region a s a result of a
pardon, only three m o n t h s before her
term was due to expire, reported two
Western human rights watch groups
recently.
The 61-year-old Ukrainian Helsinki
Group member received a pardon in
late July,' which spurred her release
from a five-year exile term due to end in
October, according to Keston College
in Keston, England and USSR News
Brief in Munich. Neither group provided i n f o r m a t i o n on w h e t h e r M s .
Popovych returned to her native IvanoFrankivske in western Ukraine following her release.
Both groups noted in their newsletters that Ms. Popovych, an invalid
since her first imprisonment in the early

Oksana Popovych
kraine were also reportedly released,
according to both USSR News Brief
and the Keston News Service.
Ukrainian dissident Mykhaylo Slob o d y a n from the I v a n o - F r a n k i v s k c
region in western U k r a i n e was reportedly freed on April 17 from internal exile, two years before his term was
due to expire. The 50-year-old national
rights* activist was serving a 14-yearsentence for "betrayal of the motherland" under Article 56 of the Ukrainian
SSR Criminal Code.
Mr. Slobodyan was arrested in July
1975 for his Ukrainian national rights1
activity and involvement_in forming an
(Continued on page 16)

Nationalities question tests limits of glasnost
J E R S E Y CITY, N.J. — Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev's policies
of glasnost, (publicity or openness)
and perestroika (restructuring) have
opened a can of worms regarding
nationalities policy in the multinational USSR, according to many
analysts and scholars in the United
States.
In past months, newspapers have
been filled with information about
ethnic unrest in the Soviet Union, as
the country's nationalities are becoming increasingly more vociferous
in demanding their rights.
Correspondent Bill Keller of The
New York Times describes the nationalities situation in the USSR this
way:
" T h e r e h a v e been n a t i o n a l i s t
s t i r r i n g s in the heavily M o s l e m
Central Asian republics, including an
anti-Russian riot last December in
Kazakhstan. Soviet officials worry
that a reported resurgence of Islam in
the C e n t r a l Asian republics may
someday be susceptible to fundam e n t a l i s t i n f l u e n c e from n e i g h -

boring Iran. In Ukraine and Byelorussia, demands have increased for
more teaching the literature in the
local languages. Against these impulses stands a formidable police and
security apparatus that seems to be
seeking a new place to draw the line
between openness and public disorder. The Tatars were allowed to
demonstrate, then were put on trains
back home."
Nationalities in the USSR have
been demanding greater freedom of
expression at home. This problem,
according to many news accounts,
will be one of the most severe tests of
Mr. G o r b a c h e v ' s power a n d the
commitment to glasnost.
Wrote J a c k s o n Diehl of The
Washington Post on August 9;
" T h e variety of m a n i f e s t a t i o n s
suggests the long list of grievances
Soviet leaders could face if nationalist demonstrations spread. Thousands of Latvians reportedly demonstrated June 14 in Riga to protest the
1940 Soviet annexation of Latvia
a n d two o t h e r Baltic c o u n t r i e s ,

Estonia and Lithuania."
"Some Western and Soviet observers here said the Kremlin may
have seen only the beginning of the
national problems. While greater
openness inevitably means allowing
a c e r t a i n a m o u n t of n a t i o n a l i s t
feeling to surface, Gorbachev's economic and cultural policies could
aggravate the trend, these analysts
said."
Mr. Diehl went on to say that the
Soviet leader's d e p u t i e s lack the
experience and flexibility to handle
nationalist movements without repression. And protesters have shown
that they remain reluctant to trust
officials.
Said one senior Western diplomat,
"Obviously the regime is trying to
deal with the situation where they
open up to some degree and yet keep it
under control. In some degree they
are feeling their way. I think they are
aware that they are sitting on a lot of
(Continued on page 3)
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Ukrainian writers protest
nuclear construction site
by Roman Solchanyk
The current issue of the Kiev literary
weekly Uteraturna Ukraina carries a
collective letter to the editors signed by
seven Ukrainian writers protesting the
construction of a nuclear power plant
near the city of Chyhyryn on the banks
of the Dnieper River in the Cherkassy
Oblast.
The writers — among whom is the
first secretary of the Poltava Oblast
Party Committee, Fedir Morhun, and
Vasyl Zakharchenko, a former Ukrainian dissident who spent several years in
the Perm labor camps — warn that
another Chornobyl could be in the
making;
The letter relates an astounding
succession of events characterized by
bureaucratic bungling and official
incompetence that reaches back to the
early Brezhnev years. In 1969, the press
optimistically announced that the end
of the Ninth Five-Year Plan would see
the completion of a state raion electrical
power station (DRES) near Chyhyryn
with a 4,800-megawatt capacity. The
power station was to be fueled by coal
transported from another part of the
republic.
It soon became obvious, however,
that the required volume of coal was
simply not available, and the projected
capacity was reduced to 3200 megawatts. When it was realized that this was
also "economically not feasible," the
planners reduced the capacity once
again, to 1600 megawatts, and decided
to switch from coal to oil, which was
also to be "imported" by pipeline from
the Kremenchuk oil Held in neighboring
Poltava.
"After the adjacent villages were
evacuated in the area of the proposed
DRES (for the second time, by the way,
because they had already been resettled
at the end of the 1950s from the bottom
of the future reservoir of the Kremenchuk Hydroelectrical Station), after
thousands of construction workers were
recruited and after construction began
on the banks of the Dnieper, after a
powerful boiler room and housing
projects were built, and after SO million
rubles were spent, suddenly it turned
out that in the winter months the oil
from Kremenchuk would not flow
through the pipeline.
The construction was halted, and the
first director and chief accountant of the
never completed DRES were tried and
convicted.
After this fiasco, someone came up
with "a grandiose idea" — a nuclear
powt plant. In order to economize on
the utilization of water from the Dnieper
for the cooling system, it was initially
decided to build the plant on an island
in the river. This scheme was later
dropped in favor of construction on the
banks of the Dnieper.
According to the letter, the final
decision on construction of the plant
has not yet been confirmed by the
"directive organs," but for two years
now the contruction administration of
the All-Union Atomic Energy Construction Combine has been hard at
work. Great swaths have already been
cut through the pine forest preserve to
make way for communication lines.
housing is being built, a concrete mixing
plant, and various other facilities.
Advertisements have been placed in
Chjhyryn and other cities in the region

recruiting construction workers. And,
for the third time in recent history, the
local population is t o be resettled.
"People are writing complaints about
their misfortune to various officials,"
says the letter, "but they remain deaf to
their pleas."
The writers recently visited the area
and spoke t o the local inhabitants,
including students, representatives of
the intelligentsia, and party and govern" ment officials, and witnessed the uneasiness that could be seen and felt at every
step. For the last 17 years, these people
have been witnessing the irresponsibility of the energy planners on a daily
basis. They are said to be afraid for the
health of their region and the health of
the Dnieper.
The incompetence that accompanied
the earlier projects is one thing, argues
the letter, but it is quite another thing to
build a nuclear plant in a densely
populated region on the banks of the
Dnieper, Ukraine's major waterway.
"Can it be that the C h o r n o b y l "
tragedy has taught us nothing? Did it
not tell us that even the seemingly safest
equipment can not guarantee against an
unforseen emergency...? Where is the
guarantee that everything is fine with
this nuclear power plant project, that it
will not endanger the population of the
Cherkassy region and the Poltava and
Kirovohrad oblasts adjoining Chyhyryn, that it will not pose a danger for
"the purity pf the Dnieper water basin
and the population of the cities down
river
Dnipropetrovske, Zaporizhzhia, Dniprodzherzhynske, Kremenchuk, Svitlovodske and others? And the
waters of the Dnieper serve the multimillion [population of the] Donbas.
The letter also utilizes another arguments, namely, that the Chyhyryn region
is an historical site with special meaning
for Ukrainians. The city of Chyhyryn
was the 17th century capital of Ukraine,
and it is associated with the national
liberation struggle of the Ukrainian
people under Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky. To build a nuclear power plant
here would mean that the area would be
closed to visitors, thereby depriving
Ukrainians of an important part of their
heritage.
In conclusion, the letter states that
the views of its authors are shared by all
of those with whom they spoke in
Chyhyryn.
"Therefore, we ask the USSR Council of Ministers to take public opinion
into account. We are not against atomic
stations, but why should a nuclear
power plant be built in densely populated areas and specifically on the
Dnieper, inflicting irreversible damage
to nature?"
Instead of the proposed nuclear
power plant, the letter suggests that the
facilities already built be utilized for a
fruit and vegetable processing plant,
which would salvage much of the
agricultural produce that now rots on
trucks transporting it to a plant in
Cherkassy.
It should be noted that this is not the
first time that the Chyhyryn project has
been raised in the Soviet media. In June
of this year, the well-known Ukrainian
writer Oles Honchar was interviewed on
Moscow radio in connection with the
republication' of his suppressed novel
"The Cathedral" (Sobor). At that time.
Mr. Honchar referred to the collective
letter but it was not made public until
now.
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Helsinki 86 members announce fast
to protest Astra's imprisonment
ROCKVILLE, Md. — The Latvian
human rights defense group Helsinki 86
has announced that its members.will
undertake a series of one-day hunger
strikes to protest the continued impris o n m e n t of Latvian human rights
activist Gunars Astra.
In an August IS statement released to
the West by acting Helsinki 86 leader,
Janis Barkans, the group criticizes the
"incompleteness" of recent Soviet
reforms, pointing out that "Many
people who refuse to abandon their
conscience are still confined in Soviet
prisons and psychiatric hospitals. One
of these is Latvian human rights activist
Gunars Astra, who has already spent
nineteen years in Soviet prisons."
The statement continues, "We the
members of the Latvian human rights
defense group Helsinki 86 remind the
world's progressive community that
Gunars Astra was sentenced for no
other reason than for defending the
direct interests of the Latvian people.

We protest this indecent court ruling,
and that i s . w h y we a n n o u n c e the
beginning of the decade of Gunars
Astra on September I, 1987, with each
of us staging a symbolic one-day hunger
strike to honor this Latvian national
hero."
Participants in the hunger strike
include eight members of Helsinki 86
still in Latvia, as well as Rolands
Silaraups, who was expelled from the
Soviet Union in July for leading a June
14 demonstration in Riga.
Mr. Astra was sentenced to seven
years in a strict-regimen labor camp in
1983.for "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda." Among charges-against
him were possession of George Orwell's
" 1 9 8 4 " and translation of the 1979
Bakic dissident statement demanding
that nullification of the 1939 MolotovRibbentrop pact.
Although other Latvian dissidents
were released from prison earlier this
(Continued on page 3)

Fourth issue of periodical
released by Moscow dissident
NEW YORK — The fourth issue of
the new dissident periodical, Ekspress
Khronika [Express Chronicle], was
released in Moscow on August 30. Its
purpose is to cover human-rights events
and the suppression of civil and political
rights of Soviet citizens.
In their declaration, the editors of the
new publication state:
"Our major goal is to inform interested readers of events which relate to
the problem of human rights in the
USSR. We are not limiting ourselves to
this theme alone. We will also print as
much material as possible which,, for
one reason or another, finds no space on
the pages of the Soviet press. Our
publication is not underground; all our
publishing activities arc carried out
openly. Two of us have attempted to
obtain registration as an independent
publication of an independent cooperative organization from the authorities.
Unfortunately, permission for registration was not given. Based on the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
ratified by the Soviet Union, we shall
carry out this publication without
having received the official consent of
the governmental organs."
Ekspress Khronika is published by
Alexander Podrabinek, a human-rights

veteran and a co-founder of the Working C o m m i s s i o n t o Investigate the
Political Abuse of Psychiatry (1977), by
the poet Vladimir Ryabokon, the poet
and singer Petr Starchik, and Vladimir
Korsunsky.
Mr. Podrabinek has spent five and a
half years in labor camps and Siberian
exile, and Messrs. Starchik and Vladimir Ryabokon have been incarcerated
in mental hospitals several times.
The first issue of Ekspress Khronika
was released on August 9, but its
appearance was not publicized and it
was distributed only among a small
circle of people. The editors later found
that the growing number of events and
public interest in them demanded broad
distribution of the human-rights informational journal, and decided to publish a larger edition of Ekspress Khronika weekly.
Ekspress Khronika #4 is devoted
mostly to the events in Lithuania after
the August 23 demonstration in Vilnius
commemorating the victims of Soviet
occupation.
According to Second World Press, an
information network on the Soviet
Union, Ekspress Khronika is at least the
10th independent publication in the
Soviet Union established during 1987.
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SUSK moves to western Canada Indifference to Armenian suffering
to revive clubs in prairies
led to later genocides, scholar says
M O N T R E A L — For the first time in
almost a decade, the national executive
of the Ukrainian Canadian Students'
U n i o n ( S U S K ) will be m o v i n g t o
western Canada where its is expected to
rejuvenate several clubs on the Canadian prairies.
The move from eastern Canada to
Winnipeg was approved by about 40
delegates to the annual SUSKcongress,
held in Montreal on August 27-30. The
group elected Danylo Dzwonyk, 23, a
fourth-year undergraduate student at
the University of Manitoba.
The 34-year-old student group repres e n t s U k r a i n i a n s t u d e n t s ' c l u b s on
university campuses across Canada. It
is k n o w n a s t h e l a r g e s t U k r a i n i a n
students 1 group in the diaspora and
publishes a bilingual monthly newspaper.
The new president said he hopes the
presence of the executive in western
Canada will help revive weaker clubs on
the prairies and reacquaint them with
SUSK.
"There is a perception in some clubs
from the west that no one has been
paying a t t e n t i o n to t h e m , " Mr.
Dzwonyk said in an interview. "We
hope to turn that around this year."
At the congress plenary sessions, the
delegates passed several resolutions,
i n c l u d i n g o n e t h a t will c o m m i t the
organization to monitoring humanrights violations in the Soviet Union
and progress at the review Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe.
The delegates also approved a motion
to send a group to Ottawa to lobby the

Nationalities..
(Continued from page 1)
grievances, and if they let them start
bubbling to the surface it's going to
cause problems."
Two important events in Soviet
Ukraine indicate how deeply rooted
the nationalities question is. Most
recently, it was revealed late last
month that two secretly consecrated
bishops, clergy, members of monastic
orders and laypersons in Ukraine
appealed to Pope John Paul II and
Mr. Gorbachev to legalize the Ukrainian Catholic Church, which has
existed in U k r a i n e c l a n d e s t i n e l y
since it was outlawed in 1946.
In the appeal, dated August 4, the
clergy and faithful asked the pope to
use "all means possible to legitimately legalize the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in the Soviet Union." Citing
the "more favorable circumstances"
as a result of restructuring of the
Soviet society, as well as the upcoming Millennium of Christianity
in Kievan Rus'the clergy stated "we
regard it n o longer beneficial t o
remain in the underground."
Western wire services expressed
the hope that Mr. Gorbachev would
legalize t h e U k r a i n i a n C a t h o l i c
Church as a gesture on the occasion
of the Millennium.
A d d i t i o n a l l y , former political
prisoner Vyacheslav Chornovil, the
Ukrainian journalist who chronicled
the 1965-66 trials of intellectuals in
Ukraine, hasappealed to Mr. Gorbachev to a l l o w the formerly cland e s t i n e U k r a i n i a n Herald to be
published openly as a journal of
Ukrainian historyandculture.andas
a forum for discussion of the Ukrainian national question.
In a letter dated August 5 to the
general secretary ot the Communist
party. Mr. Chornovil cited the new

federal government on issues affecting
the Ukrainian community.
Besides making representations to
the federal government on proposed
new multicuituralism legislation, SUSK
plans t o hold at least t w o national
conferences during the upcoming academic year.
Mr. D z w o n y k said no c h a n g e in
SUSK policy towards joining the Cent r a l U n i o n of U k r a i n i a n S t u d e n t s
(CeSUS) is anticipated.
The 1988 SUSKcongress will be held
in Winnipeg in August, Mr. Dzwonyk
said.
Sessions at the Montreal congress
included speakers on the media and the
Millennium of Christianity in Ukraine.
Other executive members elected to a
one-year term of office were: Boh dan
Koziy (vice-president — i n t e r n a l ) ;
M i r k o D z u l i n s k y (vice-president —
external); Olena Wawryshyn (human
rights director); Michelle Kowalchuk
(vice-president — culture and multicuit u r a l i s m ) ; Vera P a s t u s h e n k o (vicepresident — communications and publications); Christine Gorsky (representative t o Ukrainian Canadian Committee); Peter Opar (vice-president —
Alumni); Eugene Lupynis (vice-president — Mountain); Greg Smolynec
(vice-president — Laurentians); Vivian
Osychuk (treasurer); Cathy Demchuk
(secretary); and Hali Krawchuk (congress coordinator).
Student, the groups' monthly newspaper, will continue to be published in
Toronto.
policy of g l a s n o s t to a r g u e t h a t
Ukraine should have its own instrument of glasnost, in the form of the
revived Ukrainian Herald.
T h e U k r a i n i a n Herald was an
underground ("samvydav") journal
that was published periodically in the
early 1970s until severe repression by
Soviet authorities caused it to cease
publication.
In his letter, Mr. Chornovil cited
the fact that a similar journal, called
Glasnost, is now being published in
Moscow by dissident circles.
T h e n a t i o n a l i t i e s q u e s t i o n is a
problem the Soviets themselves
admit exists. Boris Pugo, the Communist Party chief of Latvia and a
member of the Soviet Communist
Party Central Committee said, in a
r a r e i n t e r v i e w , t h a t the n a t i o n a l
problem is "super complex."
"This problem really exists. We
definitely have to resolve this in some
way." But, referring to the recent
d e m o n s t r a t i o n s by t h o u s a n d s of
people in the Baltic states, he said
such demonstrations "does not make
a solution any easier in a multinational state like ours. We have to
look for ways out of this problem in
meetings and constructive dialogue."
(In this same interview, Mr. Pugo
said t h a t the idea of erecting a
monument to Joseph Stalin's victims
is "being seriously discussed" and
that the "personally think(s) there
should be one.")
According to Paul Quinn-Judge.a
c o r r e s p o n d e n t for The C h r i s t i a n
Science Monitor, many nationalist
grievances are closely linked to
Stalin's policies, "particularly the
c o l l e c t i v i z a t i o n of a g r i c u l t u r e ,
launched in 1929.and the purgesthat
started in the late 30s."
"A Soviet writer recently commented that the brutality of collcc(Continued on page 14)

P H I L A D E L P H I A — An internationally renowned Holocaust scholar
said the failure of world governments to
come to the help of the Armenians
suffering in Turkey at the beginning of
the 20th century led to a repetition of
genocidal acts in later years in Germany
and elsewhere.
At a recent book reception sponsored by the Armenian Assembly of
America, Dr. Franklin Lit tell, who has
lectured and written scores of books
and articles on religious freedom, called
on his colleagues in the academic world
t o w o r k t o g e t h e r o n d e v e l o p i n g an
"early warning system" to detect genocidal movements before they become
powerful?
"The Ittihadists in Turkey were a
genocidal movement before they ever
got in a position to commit genocide,"
Dr. Littell said. " T h e P a n Turanist
political ideology, just as Nazism, was a
genocidal movement."
"The development of an • early
warning system on political pathology,
the kind t h a t produces these movements, is of central importance," Dr.
Littell said. "We have to develop a
scientific approach on how to deal with
m o v e m e n t s which are predictive of
genocide."
Dr. Littell said the newly published
b o o k , " T h e A r m e n i a n G e n o c i d e In
Perspective," edited by Dr. Richard
Hovannisian, is a useful resource for
scholars of the Armenian Genocide, the
Jewish Holocaust, and other genocides.
Many of the papers in the book were
presented, at the International C o n ference on the. Holocaust and Genocide
held in Tel Aviv in 1982.
"The papers in this book point out
lessons which can be applied to the
reading of other situations were ethnicity, culture and religion have played a
significant role in the persecution of a
particular group." Dr. Littell said.
Dr. Littell. who is emeritus professor
of religion at Temple University and a
p r e s i d e n t i a l - a p p o i n t e e to the U . S .
Holocaust Memorial Council, was the

Helsinki 86..
(Continued from page 2)
year, Mr. Astra is among a number of
Baltic national rights activists who have
never been offered amnesty.
The August 15 statement from the
Latvian human rights group Helsinki 86
reads as follows:
"To all people of goodwill:
I n t e r n a t i o n a l public o p i n i o n has
lately been focused on Mikhail Sergeyevich G o r b a c h e v ' s much publicized
reforms and how the release of many
political prisoners has marked a new era
of democratization. Such a description
is incomplete, however, for in order to
make the democratic reconstruction
complete would require the unconditional release of all political prisoners.
But who, then, is affected by the
current reforms? Not too long ago the
world's political community was preoccupied with the issue of Soviet political p r i s o n e r s . To relieve the r a t h e r
strained situation, which has continually been an obstacle to the Soviets'
desired recognition as a democratic
state, the Soviet government made a few
small c o n c e s s i o n s , and t h r o u g h a
stepped up propaganda campaign announced the arrival of a new era of
radical change. In fact, a mountain was
made from a molehill. Many people
who refuse to abandon theirconscience
are still confined in Soviet prisons and

keynote speaker at the 1982 Tel Aviv
Conference.
Dr. Hovannission, who shared the
podium with Dr. Littell at the book
reception, gave a brief history of the
events surrounding the Tel Aviv conference, which he described as a good
case study in Turkish denial.
D r . H o v a n n i s i a n is p r o f e s s o r of
Armenian and Near Eastern history and
associate director of the Near Eastern
Center at the University of California,
Los Angeles.
D r . H o v a n n i s i a n said t h e g o v e r nment of Turkey put strong pressure on
the Israeli government and on nonA r m e n i a n s c h o l a r s t o keep the Armenian scholars out of the conference
a n d / o r to cancel the.conference.
"If the Turkish dcyernment's intent
was to silence the Armenians, the result
was the opposite," Dr. Hovannisian
said. "In fact, more scholars became
interested in the topic than ever before.
As a result of that conference, many
Jewish s c h o l a r s a n d o t h e r s c h o l a r s
b e c a m e sensitized t o the A r m e n i a n
Genocide."
"Ultimately, the struggle between the
powerful and those without power is the
stuggle of remembering and forgetting,"
Dr. H o v a n n i s i a n s a i d . " T h o s e with
power would have us forget. And the
victim, or the weaponry, that can be
used by all of us against those who are
powerful and crushing is the will to
remember."
Dr. Viguen Guroian, associate
p r o f e s s o r of t h e o l o g y a n d e t h i c s at
Loyola College in Maryland, was the
master of ceremonies at the reception,
and he praised both Drs. Littell and
H o v a n n i s i a n for their c o u r a g e a n d
commitment to academic freedom.
"Each has seen fit to step out of the
classroom and the library and into the
public political life in defense of the
t r u t h a n d of justice wherever theii
deniers might be at work undermining
our historical memory and the moral
fabric of our civil community." Dr.
Guroian said.
p s y c h i a t r i c h o s p i t a l s . One of these
people is the Latvian human rights
activist Gunars Astra, who has already
spent nineteen years in Soviet prisons.
How can a person with ruined health
survive his remaining six years in prison
and five years in exile, if the most
inhumane KGB terror lives on in the
prisons? Gunars Astra's fate cannot be
forgotten, not for one hour, not for one
minute, because it is our battle flag
which we all follow.
We the m e m b e r s of the Latvian
human rights defense group Helsinki
86 remind the world's progressive
c o m m u n i t y that G u n a r s Astra was
sentenced for no other reason than for
defending the direct interests of the
Latvian people. We protest this indecent court ruling, and that is why we
announce the beginning of the decade of
Gunars Astra on September 1, 1987,
with each of us staging a symbolic oneday hunger strike to honor this Latvian
national hero."
Janis Barkans will fast on September
1. September 2 — Eva Biteniece,
September 3 — Alfreds Zarins, September 4 — Heinis Lama, September 5 —
Edmunds Cirvilis. September 6 — Arijs
Tomsons, September 7, Martins Bariss,
September 8 — Raimonds Bitenieks.
September 9 — Martins Bariss will fast
in place of LinaTdsGrantins, September
10 — Rolands" SUaVaups.
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Chicago activist seeks involvement
of Ukrainians in political process
a desire to organize along political
lines, there is no ethnic contact in the
Republican Party to help fledgling
CHICAGO — Walter Tun, 32,
manager for a loan department at the organizations.
"There is a lack of communicaSelfreliance Ukrainian Credit Union,
usually works behind the scenes in tions between the party and the
the Ukrainian community. He is the community,'* Mr. Tun stated at the
general secretary for the League of committee meeting. He reasoned
Ukrainian American Voters (LUV) that it is easier to organic-ethnic
and the administrator for the Ukrai- groups into political blocs, and
nian American Justice Committee harder to break those blocs, but that
who makes sure the books are kept in the Ukrainian community has been
order, projects are completed and the ignored by the Republican Party.
UAJC computer is running.
"The committee was surprised by
Last month, though, he repre- what I said," Mr. Tun observed.
According to him the committee
sented the Ukrainian community at a
hearing of the Committee on Mino- members said this was the first time
rity and Ethnic Participation of the they had heard about the lack of
communication. Mr. Tun further
Republican Party.He later discussed what happened explained to the committee that an
at the meeting with The Weekly, ethnic banquet or rally opce every
focusing on the need for Ukrainians to four years at the time of elections
participate in the American political does not constitute contact with the
Ukrainian community. The best
process as a group.
relationship between the party and
The committee, made up of a
group of prominent Republicans, an ethnic community would be, he
including Maureen Reagan, wanted counseled, one in which the party
to find out why there was little or no advised, but the ethnics ran their
ethnic participation in the Republi- affiliated organizations.
can Party.
In retrospect Mr. Tun said he is
not very optimistic about the results
Mr. Tun told the committee that
there were two factors at work: first, of the hearing. "They (the Republithe Ukrainian community itself was cans) have done this every four years
apathetic and distrustful of politics; for the past 40. I've kept my hopes
additionally, there are no internal tempered for something (concrete) to
Ukrainian structures that corres- happen in the future." he said skeptipond to American political parties. cally.
except for the Ukrainian Village
Apparently, he places more hope
Democratic Organization, which in Ukrainian efforts on behalf of
was strictly a temporary campaign their own community than in waiting
organization.
for someone from the outside to
Privately, Mr. Tun expressed his grant assistance.
view that the community perceives
Currently he is talking about
Republicans to be indifferent to putting together a cable TV program,
Ukrainian concerns, and that this "it costs nothing," he said. "We could
plays a factor in community atti- put politicians on the air to answer
tudes. After all. Republican officials questions (concerning Ukrainian
were key players in sending the issues), and this will give credibility
asylum-seeking Soviet Ukrainian to the community. Credibility transsailor Myrostav Medvid back to his lates into a voice for the community.
vessel.
Besides, it will reach tens of thouBut, it was not only the Medvid sands."
incident that has made the Ukrainian
Television plans aside, the idea to
community disenchanted with the ally the Ukrainian community with
Republican Party. Even when there is
(Continued on page 12)
by Marianna Llss

Congressman Toby Roth (cotter, in bow tie) with his Ukrainian friends.
PHILADELPK.A — Congressional
friends of the Ukrainian Human Rights
Committee were recently invited to a
wine and dessert reception here, at
Ulana's, a Society Hitl restaurant. The
congressmen invited to attend the
gathering were part of a delegation of
200 House representatives on hand in
Philadelphia to celebrate the 200th
anniversary of the signing of the U.S.
Constitution.
The dessert reception followed the

official banquet sponsored by the City
of Philadelphia in the Constitutional
Pavilion on Society Hill.
The special guest at the reception was
Rep. Toby Roth (R-Wis.). Thecongressman announced that both his parents as
well as his wife's parents came from
Ukraine.
Congressman Roth is a member of
the Foreign Affairs Committee and is a
member of the Ad Hoc Committee on
the Baltic States and Ukraine.

i«

Religious group releases
fourth-grade catechism
representatives.

CHICAGO — "he Ukrainian Catholic Religious Education Association has
released a new catechetical publication
in Ukrainian titled "Obitsyanka" (Promise). This fourth-grade text of the
"God With Us" Catechetical Series was
edited by the Rev. Andriy Chirovsky,
with the foundational translation of the
text from English into Ukrainian being
done by the Rev. Mychajlo Kuzma.
An editorial board, consisting of the
Revs. Roman Mirchuk and Peter Galadza. Deacon Andriy Onuferko, and
Sister Irenea Hankewycz, was responsible for rendering the text in language
that was as simple as possible to enable
fruitful use in Ukrainian parochial
schools and Saturday schools of Ukrainian studies.
The "God With Us" series was originally published in English by the
Eastern Catholic Diocesan Directors of
Religious Education, a body composed
of Ruthenian, Ukrainian, and Melkite

The first three volumes of the eightgrade serjes were adapted and translated into Ukrainian by the Rev. Chirovsky and his wife, Halyna, who also
prepared Ukrainian versions of three
catechetical coloring books.
All of the publications of the Ukrainian Catholic Religious Education Association may be ordered from the
Stauropegion Bookstore at 2226 W.
Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111. 60622; (312)
276-0774.
The Ukrainian-language grade four
text, "Promise," is published in commemoration of the Millennium of Christianity in Ukraine. The publication of
this important children's textbook was
made possible in part by substantial donations from Bishop Innocent Lotocky.
Epiphany ol the Lord Ukrainian Catholic Paris.hiin, Rochester. N.Y., and First
Security Savings Bank in Chicago. , .
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The Chautauqua experience; humagi rights-issues addressed
by Marijka Demtschuk
and Walter Bodnar
P A R T II
President Ronald Reagan delivered a
speech t h a t caused q u i t e a stir on
Wednesday, August 26, during the week
of the conference on U.S.-USSR.relat i o n s a t C h a u t a u q u a , N . Y . It was
broadcast live via TV satellite from Los
Angeles onto a large screen simultaneously to an overflow audience of
several thousand people in the Norton
Hall Auditorium.
The president called on the Soviets to
get out of Afghanistan and to tear down
the Berlin wall. He referred t o the
"expansion of totalitarian rule" by the
Soviets as a threat to world peace. "The
Soviet leadership should show some
'glasnost* in their military affairs," he
said.
Following the broadcast, Soviet and
A m e r i c a n c o m m e n t a t o r s plus q u e s tioners from the audience expressed their
dissatisfaction at the president's hardline rehetoric. Soviet panelists assailed
the president for wallowing in "coldwar stereotypes" while their leader,
Mikhail Gorbachev, was instituting an
openness ("glasnost") in their country
and for restructuring ("perestroika") in
a positive direction, especially in the
economic sector.
Moderator John Wallach, who was
instrumental in setting up the Chautauqua conference, said the President's
speech was very negative while, on the
other hand, the Soviet representatives
went out of their way to stress the
positive elements. He voiced dismay at
the president for h a v i n g called the
Soviet Union a n "evil e m p i r e " a n d
"totalitarian" and then expecting to sit
down with the Soviets to talk about
peace.
Another c o m m e n t a t o r , Nikoli
Schishlin, senior staff member of the
Soyjet Central Committee, said that the
content of the speech was not unexpected. "The president's speech made it
a p p e a r tht A m e r i c a n d e m o c r a c y is
p e r f e c t , " he s a i d . " W e believe our
democracy is not perfect. However, we
work to d e v e l o p m o r e d e m o c r a t i c
freedom, more openness." Reference to
"glasnost" and "perestroika" were portrayed as something new and revolutionary but were actually a part of
Lenin's vocabulary.
•Admitting to past errors and calling
on the United Statestodothesamewasa
lactic used by the Soviet delegates to put
America on the defensive. They advised
the American government and news
media to treat the Soviets in a more
kindly manner if they expected to have
increased trade and exchanges — which
would be advantageous to both countries.
While the seminars, panelsand round
table discussions presented the Soviet
members a platform from which to
lecture Americans on how to behave
towards the Soviets, private organizations of Lithuanians, Latvians, Ukrainians, and Soviet Jewry had their way
of getting their message across, too.
Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine (AHRU), for instance, featured
literature and press kits on a table in the
central plaza area of the Chautauqua
Institute. Members handed out information to interested passers-by regarding political prisoners, articles about
Russification of U k r a i n i a n s c h o o l s ,
pamphlets about Ukraine, the squelched peace movement in the Soviet Union.
The Ukrainian Weekly newspaper, and
blank p o s t c a r d s for messages from
Chautauqua to the political prisoners in
Perm #36 in the Soviet Union that
includes such well-known names as

Lukyanenko, Kandyba, Petkus, Ovsienko, Horbal and Ruban.
Quite a few members of the Soviet
delegation stopped at the tabic to see
w h a t kind of l i t e r a t u r e was b e i n g
handed out and the manner with which
it was done. Among them were people
from Ukrainian cities of Kiev, Lviv,
Tcrnopil and Lutsk. Neither the local
police n o r p r i v a t e security g u a r d s
interfered with the d i s t r i b u t i o n of
literature at the table or eavesdropped
on conversations with strangers. This in
itself was instructional to those who
were concerned with freedom of speech
and assembly.
*
Some members of the Soviet delegation picked u p literature from the table
while others quietly observed. One man
took every item on the table and when
his companion started to do the same he
was told to put it back and hastily did
so. A man who said he was a social
studies teacher in a Moscow school
Samuel Zivs, professor of law and vice president of the USSR-USA Society speaks
videotaped the entire contents on the
to gathering at the conference.
table and also those who were manning
the table.
was leaving he told his friend that for
Hungary; Spencer Oliver, chief counsel
When Valentina Tereshkova, head of
their third reunion he should be his
for the U.S. House Foreign Affairs
the Soviet people-to-people delegation,
Committee; Alexander Sukharev, Mi- guest in Vermont. His friend looked at
passed by in the vicinity of the table, an
him with a n a n g r y f r u s t r a t i o n a n d
nister of Justice of Soviet Federation;
A H R U member approached her with a and Samuel Zivs, professor of law and
blurted out: "You know that I will never
copy of a letter of invitation (which was vice president of the USSR-USA So- be able t o do that!" Ambassador Palpreviously sent to her) to meet with ciety.
mer concluded his speech with a call for
members of the Ukrainian American
more deeds rather than words from the
The Soviet moderator advised the
group. Her interpreter explained the audience that each panelist would be
Soviets and that a "long, long way still
contents of the letter and the former allowed five minutes to make his preremains."
astronaut responded with an icy stare.
sentation. Ambassador Palmer was the
Soviet Minister Sukharev also called
Madame Tereshkova had also ap- first t o a d d r e s s the a u d i e n c e a n d
for more deeds — but from the Ameripeared at a Chautauqua Women's Club straightforwardly called for Americans
cans. He stated that "the peoples of both
round table discussing the "Role of an to be understanding of other countries' countries must do away with feelings of
struggles t o achieve human rights. "The
Informed Electorate" with the head of
mistrust." He called for a greater underthe National League of Women Voters. a c h i e v e m e n t of h u m a n r i g h t s is a
standing on both sides a n d cited the
In dealing with the responsibilities of j lengthy historical process," the a m different historical roads both countries
the voter in elections she neglected to ' bassador advised the group. He further
traveled' to'establisn^tfieir respective
mention to what extent the Soviet voter stated that even in the U.S. there are still
governmental models.
had cause to deliberate when there was many human rights issues that need to
"Our people have selected their own
be dealt with.
but one candidate per office on the
democratic institution of which we are
ballot.
proud," Mr. Sukharev said. He stated
" A m e r i c a n s s h o u l d n o t be self- further that "both countries have to
Other seminars included: Citizen-torighteous," said Ambassador Palmer. acknowledge each other's models of
Citizen Diplomacy with columnist Jack
"It took us a hundred years to free out democracy." He called for an underAnderson and Vladimir Pozner agree- slaves.- More countries have become standing for the way each side thinks
ing to exchange columns on a monthly democracies in the past decade then at and lives. "Lenin." he said, "was able to
basis. The Role of Youth in Society, any time in human history." He drew a implement the wishesand aspirations of
Private Non-Governmental Contacts, comparison between Peter the Great the people. It was Lenin who felt the
How to Achieve Arms Control, Medi- and the present Soviet leader, Mikhail viciousness of the tsarist state. It was
cine — Now and in the 21st Century,
Gorbachev, in their efforts towards Lenin who founded our system of
Future Trends in Education — Scienti- modernization. In Tsar Peter's time democracy to which we adhere today,"
fic, Classical, Vocational, Cooperation
there was "a great distrust of foreigners
Mr. Sukharev defined the Soviet
in Space, Trade and Business Relations, and in things foreign," he said. This
concept of democracy by emphasizing
and others.
feeling still prevails today.
three points:
During the Human Rights Round
Ambassador Palmer further stated
• (I) That a basic comprehensive
Table at the Hall of Philosophy on
that "even though we are in many ways approach for the implementation of
Tuesday the audience became involved different we are in most fundamental human rights is necessary. He called
and kept the Soviet panelists constantly senses the same"and that most nationa- upon the audience to carefully note that
on the defensive. The topic was "Where lities in the Soviet Union want the same "all kinds of rights are i m p o r t a n t :
Are We and Were D o We Go From
rights as we d o . As an example he cited
economic, social, and political" and
Here?" The featured speakers were: the story a b o u t visiting his friend
that they are indivisible.
Mark Palmer, U.S. A m b a s s a d o r to several times in the Soviet Union. As he
• (2) That the Soviet constitutional
rights are not merely proclaimed but are
guaranteed by the state.
• (3) T h a t the Soviet concept of
d e m o c r a c y is based on respect for
h u m a n d i g n i t y , h u m a n values and
international cooperation. He admitted
that many Soviets are not content with
what has happened in their country and
that they openly state so in their press.
"We need democracy, we need glasnost!" he proclaimed.
He advised the audience thatcurrcntly, Soviet attorneys arc reviewing the
criminal code which will include approximately a hundred changes, one of
which allows the prosecution of Soviet
officials. A q u o t e from last year's
conference in Jurmala, Latvia states:
"The new Soviet legislation and the
Criminal Code now being reviewed are
helping the strengthen in every way
democracy and new thinking in our
everyday life." In his closing statement
Mr. Sukharev said: "Let us try to unThe human rights panel, which was attended by many conference' participants,
brought up questions as t o rights abuses.
(Conthwti km "fsje I I )
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T h e Pope's visit
"1 come as a friend of the poor and the sick and dying, those who are.
struggling with the problems of each day; those who are rising and
' falling and stumbling on the journey of life; those'who are seeking and
discovering, and not yet finding, the deep meaning of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.' "
With these words, spoken at Miami airport. Pope John Paul II
began his second visit to the United States last week, a visit that, by its
end, will draw as many as 10 million people, either in celebrating mass
with him or watching him in parades.
By its end, the pope will also have covered some typically unfriendly
territory, like the very Protestant. South, and some controversial
topics, such as the church's stance'tpward admitting women into the
priesthood and in discussing its attitude toward homosexuals.
And also by the trip's end, the pope will have heard the views of
many priests and Catholics as they struggle with a changing America
and will have expressed his own views on how some of those problems
should be dealt with.
But putting aside the theological discussions, it will have been,
perhaps, the pope's outspokenness that most drew people to him. In
his eight-year papacy, the pope has visited more than 60 countries on
35 pastoral tours. He has spoke out against racism, dictatorship, and
man's insensitivity to man. He has called for a world in which man can
live together. He has asked that man be respectful of others' religious
beliefs, while at the same time fueling belief in the faithful of his own
church.
Among others, the pope came to the United States to study its
Catholics. According to several newspaper reports, the Vatican sees
America as its laboratory for learning how to survive in a changing,
modern world.
Additionally, "the pope looks upon his travel as a means of
strengthening, himself by staying in touch with the people, and of
sharpening the essential method of his papacy,"a recent article in The
Washington Post stated. "That method is what he calls the "sign of
contradiction' — seeking to unify while risking alienation by speaking
out against the evils of the modern world." Indeed. The pope recently
spoke to motion picture executives in Hollywood, denouncing the use
of sex and violence in movies, which too often involve the debasement
of somebody who possesses human dignity, preaching reconciliation
to Jews and non-Catholics and calling for strong church efforts to fight
anti-Semitism.
Thus, the pope remains a powerful and critical figure in the world
today. And, as with his predecessors, this pope,a leader of 840 million,
remains the strongest advocate and defender of church doctrine, even
if that doctrine is not popular among its faithful.
So, in all this, what does the pope have to do with Ukrainians?
Perhaps he is legally nothing more than a religious figure who affects
the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the diaspora, be it for better or for
worse. But one thing is certain, his message of friendship and peace is
one we all should heed.
We are, after all, the inhabitants of the same world. It is a world in
which we must coexist, whether or not we agree with the beliefs of a
particular individual, a particular nation. It is our responsibility, as
members of the world unit, to respect the beliefs of others, to do our
upmost to try and understand others.
"I come as a friend of the poorand the sick and dying, those who are
struggling with problems of each day; those who are rising and falling
and stumbling on the journey of life; those who are seeking and
discovering, and not yet finding, the deep meaning of 'life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness'..."

Notice regarding mail delivery
of The Weekly
It has come to our attention that The Ukrainian Weekly is often
delivered late, or irregularly, or that our subscribers sometimes receive
several issues at once.
We feel it is necessary to notify our subscribers that The Weekly is
mailed out Friday mornings (before the Sunday date of issue) via
second-class mail
If you are not receiving regular delivery of The Weekly, we urge you
to file a complaint at your local post office. This may be done by
obtaining the U.S. Postal Service Consumer Service Card and filling
out the appropriate sections

Children in Poland need
our assistance
Dear Editor:
It is a known historical fact that
the Ukrainian population in those
Ukrainian ethnic territories that were
ceded to Poland after World War II,
e.g. the Lemko region, was forcibly
resettled in 1947 and dispersed
throughout the lands acquired by
Poland from Germany. The aim was
.obviously to assimilate the Ukrainians as soon as possible. They, however, demonstrated aremarkablewill
for survival. The government, then,
relaxed its policy and in I9S6 permitted creation of the Ukrainian
Social and Cultural Association. At
the same time several Ukrainian
schools were organized.
One of these schools was the Elementary School of Taras Shevchenko in Bialy Bor near Koszalin.
At present it is the only public elementary,schoalwith Ukrainian as the
language* of., instruction. Since its
students come from distant parts of
the country where their parents live
in dispersion, there has to exist for
them a students' residence at the
school. Several years ago a building
committee was organized with the
task of constructing such a residence.
The actual groundwork on the site
was started in September 1986. The
cornerstone was officially laid this
year in March, during the traditional
Shevchenko celebrations.
The construction is being financed
exclusively by donations of the Ukrainian community in Poland and
Ukrainians in Western countries, including Canada and the United
States. Originally, there were hopes
for a substantial financial contribution from the Polish government.
Now, however, it appears, according to an announcement of the
Building Committee published in a
Ukrainian weekly in Warsaw on
February 1, that, in view of the
present state of the country's economy.it is unrealistic to count on the
government's support.
In a recent letter received from
leading Ukrainians in Poland, they
advise that on June 15, the balance in
the bank account of the building

committee was zero. This, naturally,
places the continuation of construction in jeopardy. The letter says: "It is
easy to" stop anything here, but it is an
unbelievably complex matter to
reactivate a temporarily discontinued
project."
The situation is very clear: There
will be no outside help. Ukrainians
have to rely on their own financial resources, the resources of the Ukrainian community in Poland (which are
very limited) and in other countries
of diaspora, including Canada and
the U.S., in order to complete construction of the students' residence
in Bialy Bor, an educational institutional of great importance for the
preservation of Ukrainian identity. If
we do not respond, our youngest
generation in Poland, our hope for
the future, will suffer.
Ukrainians in Canada have, so far,
contributed a substantial portion of
the funds collected to date by the
Building Committee. However,
much more help is needed.. It is our
moral obligation to help our brothers
|n need. We, therefore, appeal to all
those who have warm hearts and understand the plight of Ukrainians in
Poland: Please dip into your pockets
and help Ukrainian children by
giving them a modem facility in
which they may be raised and educated as good Ukrainians.
Your donations are tax-exempt
and may be sent to Ukrainian Canadian Social Services, Head-Office,
P.O. Box 168, Station "M," Toronto,
Oht., M63 4T3, or to a branch of
UCSS in your area, or to our branch:
Ukrainian Canadian Social Services,
4S6 Main St., Winnipeg, Man., R3B
IB6.
Ukrainians in the U.S. may send
their donations to: United Ukrainian American Relief Committee,
1319 W. Lindley Ave., Philadelphia.
Pa. I9I4I
J. Slywynskyj
Secretary
Ukrainian Canadian
Social Services
Winnipeg

Danylewycz memorial fund awarded
Marta Danylewycz (1947-1985) was,
at the time of her death, a professor of
history at Atkinson College, York
University, Toronto. A feminist historian, she published many articles on
religious life and education in Quebec.
She left behind a nearly finished revision of her doctoral thesis,**Taking the
Veil in Montreal. 1840-1920: An Alternative to Marriage, Motherhood and
Spinsterhpod." The work was completed by three of Prof. Danylewycz's
colleagues and has since been published^
iiic Marta Danylewycz Memorial
Fund was established with the primary
objective of continuing, promoting
and supporting work in women's history from a feminist perspective. Specifically, the fund supports historical
research being undertaken in such areas
as: women and ethnicity: women and
religion; women and work: women and
social reform; women and education
and women and the family.
The 1986 recipient of the Marta
.'D^nylewyc/, Memorial, Fundaward was

Frances Swyripa of the University of
Alberta. Her project, titled "From
Peasant Immigrants to Ethnic Canadians: Ukrainian Women in Western
Canada through the Second World
War," was selected by a jury from a total
of 37 submissions from across Canada.
Ms. Swyripa received the $2,000
award to help her complete research on
her Ph.D. dissertation at the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Center
in Winnipeg and the Public Archieves
of Canada. She will submit a final
research report in November to the
Canadian Research Institute for the
Advancement of Women (CRIAW).
the administrator of the fund. She has
also been advised to publish the result of
her work in either The CRIAW Papers
or Feminist Perspectives.
Ms. Swyripa completed an honors
B.A. in 1973 and M.A. in 1976 at the
University of Alberta. She is presently
enrolled at the same institution in the
Ph.D. program in history. Since 1969
she has received nine academic scholar(Continued on page 12)
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Four decades of resistance: an interview with Danylo Shumuk
by Bohdar) Nahaylo

THE UKRAINIAN PATRIOTIC MOVEMENT

CONCLUSION

Now that you were free again, did you find out more
about the movement of the young, nationally minded,
Ukrainian Intellectuals mat bad impressed you so
much while you were in the camps?

THE CROP OF t 5
In the lite summer of 1965, tint is within a year of
Khrushchev's fen, the KGB rounded up numerous
nationally minded Ukrainian intellectuals and
arrested the Russian writers, Andrei Sinyavsky and
Villi Daniel. How did the inmates of the gulag react to
this news and what were their impressions of the
victims of the 1965 crackdown?
Paradoxically, we were thrilled to read about the
arrests of Sinyavsky and Daniel in the press. There had
been such a long period of tranquillity and here,
suddenly, was an article about a writer and a poet
arrested for their works. Of course this was a
misfortune for Sinyavsky and Daniel; but for us it was
a source of joy. We were happy that the intelligentsia
was finally beginning to think for itself:about the
nature of the Soviet regime.
Not so long afterwards Sinyavsky appeared in our
camp. Everyone was interested in him, especially the
young Russians. He would always be surrounded by
four or five young people who were forever asking him
questions and wanting to discuss things with him.
Sinyavsky, of medium height with a ginger beard,
came across as a modest man who always seemed
absorbed in thought, who was always either reading or
engaged in discussions with the younger prisoners.
And what of the new wave of Ukrainian political
prisoners?
Later, the young Ukrainian, Valentyn Moroz, was
brought to our camp — Mordovia No. 1. He was from
my own region. The Ukrainians immediately surrounded him, especially the veterans of the Ukrainian
national resistance movement, and bombarded him
with questions. We were pleased that the Ukrainian
intelligentsia was finally beginning to assert its
heterodox ideas and was even prepared to risk
imprisonment for this. We were heartened by this
reassurance that the Ukrainian cause lived on among
the people. Later, two other victims of the arrests in
Ukraine of 1965 were brought to our camp —
Mykhailo Horyn' and Mykhailo Masiutko.
What encouraged me the most was that previous
groups of Ukrainians who had ended up in the camps
had been, so to say, torn up by the roots — that is, no
one had been left behind to continue their work, but in
this case, the authorities had not managed to destroy
the roots: although Horyn, Masiutko, Moroz, and
others had been arrested, there were people like Ivan
Dzyuba, Ivan Svitlychny, his sister Nadia, and many
others in Kiev and Lviv who remained at liberty and
were able to continue the work. Moreover, these
literati and artists proceeded to demand the release of
those who had been arrested: they collected signatures
among the citizens of Kiev and Lviv, and even
managed to get the celebrated aircraft designer, O.
Antonov, and numerous writers and poets to sign their
protests.
All this excitement occurred just as you were about
to finish your sentence.
Yes. I became very interested in these younger
people and ended up having to pay a priceTor this. My
sentence was due to expire in 1967. By this time I had
already secretly completed the first part of my
memoirs. One day, we succeeded in smuggling into the
camp Ivan Dzyuba's "Internationalism or RussificationT and a long article by the Russian philosopher,
Grigorii Pomerants, and various other samizdat
works. This was the first time that 1 became acquainted with samizdat literature.
Two days later, however, there was a search: all the
samizdat was confiscated and along with it my
memoirs. As a punishment, several of us were placed
for six months in the SHIZO, or camp prison, of
Mordovia camp No. II. There we met Yuli Daniel,
Sviatoslav Karavansky, Eduard Kuznetsov and other
well-known political prisoners.
Did the authorities harass you after your release?
A month before my release I was taken to Kiev,
where for a time the KGB once again unsuccessfully
tried to persuade me to work for them. Eventually
though, they allowed me to settle in Bohuslav where a
good friend o( mine lived.

Yes. I very much wanted to meet people like the
literary critics, Ivan Dzyuba and Ivan Svitlychny. In
January 1968,'! went to Kiev and met Svitlychny. I
already knew a lot about him from my conversations
with his imprisoned colleagucsand I was aware that he
was a person An whom the creative intelligentsia in
Kiev and Lviv oriented themselves. It was fascinating
to meet him and his close friend, Yevhen Sverstiuk —
another intellectual, a brilliant literary scholar and
writer, who was also from my native Volhynia region.
From your meetings with Svitlychny, Sverstiuk,
Dzyuba, and other Ukrainian activists in Kiev, what
impression did you form of what they stood for and
were trying to achieve?

1972, they took us by surprise. The arrests were
launched at exactly the same time in Kiev and Lviv. I
was one of those detained. At first I was told that I was
suspected of involvement in the publication of the
samvydav journal The Ukrainian Herald — in fact I
was not involved with it at all — but later the charge
against me was based solely on my unpublished
memoirs.
Was the crackdown in Ukraine In 1972
primarily at toe Ukrainian dissidents?
It was a general offensive against all nationally
minded Ukrainians, against all those who loved
Ukraine, who loved Ukrainian literature and Ukrainian history, against all those who felt themselves
Ukrainian. It was a major purge. Many research
institutes, universities and pedagogical institutes were
purged of all those with a Ukrainian spirit. Unfortunately I have- not managed to retain all the precise
figures in my head.

"SPECIAL-REGIMEN" UNDER BREZHNEV
These people didn't think in terms of struggling
In July 1972, yon were punished for writing your as
against Soviet rule. They were trying to do something yet unpublished memoirs with a 15-year sentence: 10
similar to what we had attempted in Norilsk: basing years in special-regimen camps and five years'lntemal
themselves on the Soviet Constitution and the works exile. Why were your memoirs considered to be so
of Lenin, they were striving to uphold Ukraine's "dangerous"?
national rights, at least in the cultural and spiritual
At my "trial" behind closed doors the authorities
spheres, and to ensure that Ukraine remained
Ukraine, that it retained a Ukrainian face, not a simply took their vengeance on a Ukrainian dissenter.
I
was
convicted on the basis of some 700 pages of my
Russian one — for Ukraine is Ukraine, not Russia.
With this purpose in mind they conducted unofficial memoirs. To the best of my abilities I had written the
literary, and only literary, activity. Hence, the objective truth knowing full well that it would
flourishing of samvydav, the Ukrainian word for , antagonize both the far left — the KGB, and the far
samizdat. I understood this phenomenon, as indeed right — whether in Ukraine or beyond its borders.
Nevertheless, I had wanted the younger generation
the appearance of Ukrainian dissidence, as a literaryspiritualresistanceto Russian imperialism in Ukraine, to know what had actually happened in the past, to
learn from our mistakes, and so be better equipped
opposed to the party's interests.
when thinking about how to proceed in the future. My
What about the rule of the first secretary of the determination to be honest cost me dearly.
Apart from the 15-year sentence, a campaign was
Communist Party of Ukraine (CPU), Petro Shelest,
who was purged in 1972-73 and accused of laxity in started up against me in far-right circles' both in
Ukraine-and
among the Ukrainian emigres. My
the area of the nationalities policy and of promoting a
memoirs did not contain a single word of untruth; yet
Soviet Ukrainian patriotism?
abroad, extreme,right-wing,Ukrainians opposed their
One can say that Shelest to some extent displayed an appearance as much as the KGB did. Thus I ended up
indulgent attitude towards independent public being accused by some Ukrainians in the West of
thought in Ukraine and it was this toleration that doing the KGB's work, while at the same time being
eventually cost him his position. It seems that the plans accused by the KGB of supporting the Ukrainian
for the arrests of Ukrainian activists [in 1972] were "nationalists."
made against Shelest's will but that he was already too
What kept you going in the camps after receiving
weak to prevent them.
Two years before he fell everyone in the Central such a draconian sentence?
Committee knew that he would be replaced by
After 1 was sentenced and sent to the specialShcherbytsky. 1 learned about this from the director of
a Pioneer camp, Ohienko, whose brother was a CPU regimen camp in Mordovia I didn't even expect that I
Central Committee instructor. The preparations for would survive the sentence. My health was poor and 1
the arrests began in 1970 when, against Shelest's didnt think that I would come out of the camps alive.
wishes, Moscow replaced the KGB chief in Ukraine, All the same, I didn't fall into depression and managed
to keep my spirits up.
Shelest's man Nikitchenko, with Vitaliy Fedorchuk.
What tormented me the most was the fear that I had
My impression, is that the CPU leadership under
Shelest was planning to carry out a "gcntle"[z lekhka] put so much effort into writing my memoirs and that it
had
all come to naught. 1 knew, though, that a copy of
Ukrainianization of Ukraine. Ohienko told me: "In
Kiev there are elements of the intelligentsia who are approximately two-thirds of my memoirs was still
active in Ukrainian matters and who are forming an hidden in Kiev and I began thinking about how to get
opposition movement. The party [that is, the CPU] this material to the West so that it could be published
could do things better than them on its own. Shelest is there. Eventually, after seven or eight months I was
striving towards this end. Of course, Moscow doesn't able to give the signal to my friehds to send the
memoirs to the West and they successfully carried this
like this and he's faced with internal opposition."
On the basis of these words, I concluded that Shelest out.
This news reinvigorated me. I didnt care any more if
did indeed want to do something and was planning
something. Everyone in the CPU leadership was I was going to die tomorrow or the day after — my
evidently aware that Shelest'srival,Shcherbytsky, was thoughts and reflections on what 1 had experienced
in close touch with Moscow and that sooner or later he would live on. I became more cheerful and content.
would displace him. My talks with Ohienko on this People around me couldn't figure out the reason for
subject took place in 1970 or so, and Shelest was this sudden change.
finally removed in 1972 — that is, after our arrests.
What were conditions like in the Mordovia specialregimen camp?
THE GENERAL PURGE IN UKRAINE
The special-regimen camp was like a prison: there
were cells with between six to a dozen prisoners locked
up inside. The regime was very tough. During our
I cant give you a precise and detailed answer. What work days there was no time allowed for exercise at all;
1 can say though is that the dissidents in Kiev and Lviv during our days off there was half an hour for exercise
all knew when Fedorchuk took over as the republic's in the morning and half an hour in the afternoon. The
KGB chief that sooner or later arrests would follow, food was bad — the bread especially. As for parcels,
and mass arrests at that. On several occasions we we were not allowed to receive any until we had
received warnings that arrests were about to be made completed half of our sentence. After serving my first
and we hid our material. There were two such signals five years I was allowed to receive one five-kilogram
after which we hid our material and sat it out for three parcel a year. We were allowed to receive one letter a
month.
or four months.
(Continued on page 15)
But when the arrests finally began on January 12.

Why do you think that there was such a large wave
of arrests and purges in Ukraine in 1972-73?
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Eric Matkiwsky retains men's title at national tennis championships
KERHONKSON, N.Y. — Eghtcenyear-old Eric Matkiwsky successfully
defended his title as men's champ
during the 32nd national open tennis
championships held here at Sbyuzivka,
The Ukrainian National Association
estate, during the Labor Day weekend,
September 5-7.
The tourney is conducted by the
Carpathian Ski Club (KLK) of New
York under the auspices of the Ukrainian Sports Association of the U.S.A.
and Canada (USCAK).
Mr. Matkiwsky (Chornomorska
Sitch) retained his title in a match
against 36-year-old George Glowa
(Ukrainian Tennis Club, Chicago) in a
repeat of the 1986 men's final. Mr.
Matkiwsky won the match over his rival
by a score of 3-6, 6-4, 6-3.
In the semi-finals, Mr. Matkiwsky
beat Ihor Kupchynsky (KLK) 6-7 (7-9),
6-4, 6-4. Mr. Glowa, meanwhile defeated Wasyl Manko (Tryzub, Philadelphia) in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4.
Notable in the men's division was the
debut of 13-year-old Greg Rusedski of
Montreal, who is the No. 1 ranked
tennis player in the age-14-and-under
division in Canada. Mr. Rusedski lost
in the second round to Mr. Kupchynsky, 6-1,6-7 (8-10), 6-2.
In the quarterfinals, Mr. Kupchynsky
was victorious over former men's champ
Denys Czorny, 7-6 (10-8), 6-3.
In the women's division, thefinalwas
a rerun of last year's match-up. Fourteen-year-old Roksolana Matkiwsky
(Sitch) defeated Tanya Sawchak (Tryzub) by a score of 6-2, 6-1.
In the semis. Miss Matkiwsky had
won over Christine Heynysh (Clcveland), 6-2,6-1, while Miss Sawchak beat
Ksenia Kyzyk, 6-4,6-3.
In the junior vets'division. Dr. Zenon
Matkiwsky (Sitch) defended his title
against George Walchuk (KLK),
winning the match 7-5, 6-1.
On the way to the final, Dr. Matkiwsky had defeated George Petrykewych
(KLK), 6-1, 6-0. Mr. Walchuk, meanwhile, had emerged victorious over
Orest Sarachman (Tryzub), 6-2, 6-4.
It. the senior men's (age 45 and up)
division, the winner was George Sawchak, the 1986 champion. Mr. Sawchak
(Tryzub) won over George Hrabec
(KLK) in straight sets, 6-2, 6-1.

Oops
In last week's story about Labor Day
weekend festivities at Soyuzivka, we
neglected to mention that Joseph Lesawyer, former supreme president of the
Ukrainian National Association, was
also introduced to the audience during
the evening concerts.

In the semifinals, Mr. Sawchak had
beaten Orest Fedash (Sitch), 6-1, 6-1,
while Mr. Hrabec had eliminated Zenon Snylyk (Sitch), 6-2, 6-2.
In the oldest men's group (senior men
over 55), Dr. Peter Charyk, (Ukrainian
Tennis Club) regained the title he once
held by winning his final match with
Roman Olynec (Soyuzivka), 6-2,7-6(7T

2

>-

In the semis, Myroslaw Lomaga
(KLK) had fallen to Dr. Charuk, with
the'latter winning a marathon match by
a score of 4-6, 6-3,6-2. Mr. Olynec had
defeated Ihor Sochan (KLK), 1-6, 6-3,
6-2.
Among junior boys 18 and under,
Andrew Haidukewych (Chernyk, Detroit) successfully defended his title
against Mark Bodnar (Plast) in straight
sets, 6-0, 6-0. In the semis Mr. Haidukewych had eliminated Bill Rusedski
(Soyuzivka), 6-1,6-0, while Mr. Bodnar
beat John Lucky, 7-6, 6-1.
In the boys-16-and-under division,
Hugh Rainey (KLK) was victorious
over Paul Bodnar (Plast), 7-5, 6-2. In
the semifinals Mr. Rainey had beaten
Ihor Howansky (SUM), 6-4, 6-0, while
Mr. Bodnar had defeated Leon Hayduchok.
The boys-14-and-under title was won
by Michael Sarachman (Tryzub), who
defeated Adrian Zayac (Soyuzivka), 62,6-3.
In the semis Mr. Sarachman had
eliminated Mark Rondiak (Plast), 6-2,
6-3, and Mr. Zayac did likewise to
Adrian Pidlusky (Sbyuzivka), 6-3, 6-0.
In the youngest boys'division, the 12and-under category, George Chopiwsky won his first title by winning the
final match against Roman Knysh
(Soyuzivka), 6-2, 7-5. Earlier, Mr.
Chopiwsky had beaten Lesyk Sarachman (Tryzub), 6-0,6-3, and Mr. Knysh
eliminated Mark Machiedo, 4-6,6-4,6I.
Mr. Chopiwsky was also the winner
of the Mary Dushnyck sportsmanship
trophy.
In the combined men's consolation
round, Mike Hubchak was the victor
over Wolodymyr Dziwak.
Trophies funded by the Ukrainian
National Association were presented to
the winners by Supreme President John
O. Flis, Supreme Advisor Walter Kwas.
honorary member of the UNA Supreme
Assembly Mary Dushnyck, Soyuzivka
manager Dorko Senchyshyn, as well as
Omelan Twardowsky, (USCAK), Orest
Kyzyk (KLK), Omclian Butchatsky of
Australia, a renowned athlete in Ukraitie. In addition, tournament committee members Roman Rakoczy. and
Messrs. Sawchak and Snylyk were on
(Continued on page 12)

Dr. Zenon Matkiwsky (second from left) defeated George Walchuk (second from
right) to win the junior vets' title. With them are Roman Rakoczy and Mary
Dushnyck.

UNA Supreme President John O. Flis presents the men's championship trophy to
Eric Matkiwsky (left) and the second-place trophy to George Glowa. (right).

Women's champ Roksolana Matkiwsky (second from left) and second-place
finisher Tanya Sawchak are congratulated by Walter Kwas (left) and Omelan
Twardowsky.

"> tbt 16-and-under division, Hugh Rainey (second from right) was the winner,
beating Paul Bodnar (second from left). Trophies were presented by Annette
Charuk (right) and Zenia Matkiwsky.
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Sitch swimmers win team trophy: Tryzub comes in a close second
KERHONKSON, N.Y. — Thirty
swimmers — 15 boys and 15 girls —
competed in the 31st national swimming championships here at Soyuzivka
during the Labor Day holiday weekend.
The swim meet, held on Saturday,
September 5, was marked by a fierce
rivalry between the Chornomorska
Sitch sports club of Newark, N.J., with
its 13 swimmers and the Tryzub sports
club of Philadelphia with a team of
eight.
Ultimately, Sitch took home the team
trophy, amassing a total of 117 points.
Tryzub came in second with 100 points.
Other teams scored as follows: Plast,
Montreal — 32 points; SUM-A, Newark — 28 points; SUM-A, Jersey City
(N.J.). Plast, Cleveland, and KLK, II
points each; Soyuzivka, six points.
Competition began at ! 1 a.m. and
continued into the afternoon. Awards
ceremonies were held later that afternoon at approximately 3:30 p.m., once
the opening ceremonies for the weekend's sports events — tennis and swimming — were held on the estate's tennis
courts.
Trophies and ribbons funded by the
Ukrainian National Association were
presented to the winning teams and
individual swimmers at poolside by
UNA Supreme Advisor Alex Chudolij,
The Ukrainian Weekly editor Roma
Hadzewycz and meet organizers Dr.
Roman Slysh (chairman), Oles Napora
(secretary), Maria Gerych (chief judge),
ihor Sochan (starter). George Tarasiuk,
Maria Bokalo. Irene Slysh and Wolodymyr Kizyma, as well as Myron Stebelsky of the Ukrainian Sports Association of the U.S.A and Canada.
Parents of the swimmers also .were
asked to assist in the presentation
ceremonies.
Three new meet records were set
during this year's competition:
• Melania Gerych of Plast Montreal,
competing in the 13-I4agegroup, swam

the 100-meter freestyle in 7.8 seconds.
• Markian Kowaluk of Plast Montreal, competing in the 15 and over age
group, swam the 50-meter butterfly
stroke in 29.9 seconds.
• Gene Storozynsky of Plast Cleveland, also, competing in the 15 and
above age group, swam the 50-meter
backstroke in 34.2 seconds.
At the conclusion of the awards
ceremonies. Dr. Slysh, speaking on
behalf of the meet committee, encouraged the youths to participate in
the Ukrainian Olympics planned for
1988 in commemoration of the Millennium of Christianity in Kievan Rus*. He
also commended the committee members for their work in conducting the
annual meet, held under the auspices of
the Ukrainian Sports Association of the
U.S.A. and Canada.
Following is a listing of the individual
winners and their times in various
events.
Boys age 8-10

UNA Supreme Advisor Alex Chudolij presents the team trophy to the Sitch team.

25-meter freestyle: Mark Kalyta (Tryzub), 18.6.
50-meter freestyle: P. Halkowych
(SUM-A, Jersey City), 50.8.
25-meter backstroke: R. Danyliw (Tryzub), 25.6.
25-meter breaststroke: M. Kalyta (Tryzub), 24.2.
25-meter butterfly: M. Kalyta (Tryzub),
25.4.
4 x 25-meter freestyle relay: M. Fenchak
(Sitch), P. Halkowych (SUM-A,
Jersey City), R. Danyliw and M.
Kalyta (Tryzub), 1:31.0.
Boys age 11-12

25-meter freestyle: M. Poruchynsky
(Sitch), 19.6.
50-meter freestyle: M. Poruchynsky
(Sitch), 49.3.
(Continued on page 12)

As the guns sounds, swimmers dive into the pool.

Hrab recognized for 30 years of dedication

The boys' age 8 to 10 freestyle relay team has just received ribbons for its
accomplishment.

George Hrab (center) is recognized for 30 years of work as chief judge and
starter of the national swimming championships at Soyuzivka. Reading the
citation on t h e p l a q u e i s U N A S u p r e m e A d v i s o r A l e x C h u d o l i j . L o o k i n g o n is
Dr. Roman Slysh, chairman of the meet committee.

The girls' age 15 and up relay team fa presented ribbons by Ihor Sochan.
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BOOK NOTES
Ivasiuk's songs memorialized

Sysyn reviews Ukrainian Orthodoxy

I V Songs <tf Volodymyr Ivasiuk (Volume IX arranged by Oles Kuzyszyn.
Woodbridge. N.J.: Duma Music Inc.,
1987. 27 pp. S10.

The Ukrainian Orthodox Question in
the USSR by Frank Sysyn. Cambridge.
Mass.: Harvard University
Ukrainian
Studies Fund. 1987. 34 pp. S3.

The Ukrainian music publishing firm
Duma Musk Inc. has released its latest
sheet musk publication, "The Songs of
Volodymyr Iyasiuk" (Volume I).
This is the first in a projected series of
publications of the.late Ukrainian
composer's works, and includes six of
his most popular songs: "Chervona
Ruta" (The Red Rue), "Vodohray"
(The Fountain), "Zaprosy Merle v Sny"
(Invite Me into Your Dreams), "U Doli
Svoya Vesna" (The Spring of Fate),
"Vidlunnia Tvoyikh Krokiv"('TheEcho
of Your Footsteps) and "Baliada pro
Malvy" (Ballad of the Hollyhocks).
The musk to all the songs is by Mr.
Ivasiuk; lyrics are by the composer, as
well as Bohdan S t e l m a c h , Juriy
Rybchynsky, Volodymyr Vozniuk and
Bohdan Hura,
This is the first time that the songs of
Mr. Ivasiuk, the most popular Ukrainian songwriter, have appeared in the
West. The songs are arranged by Oles
Kuzyszyn for voice/ piano/ guitar, but
are suitable for a variety of instrumental.
In addition to the Ukrainian texts,
English transliterations are provided, as

The Ukrainian Studies Fund of Harvard University has published a booklet
of some of Dr. Frank Sysyn's writings
on Ukrainian Orthodoxy. The booklet
contains his article "The Ukrainian
Orthodox Question in the U S S R "
(originally published in Keston College's journal Religion in Communist
Lands) as well i s four shorter review
articles, three of which were originally
published in Kcston's journal.
Beginning with the migration of the
metropolitan of Kiev to Russian territory at the end of the 13th century,
the main article gives a history of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, tracing
are explanations of the song texts in the historical relation, of Russian OrEnglish.
thodoxy and Russian nationalism to
The cover portrait and graphic design Ukrainian Orthodoxy in order to exof the publication are the work of amine the contemporary situation of
Ukrainian artist Luba Maziar.
Ukrainian Orthodox believers.
"The Songs of Volodymyr Ivasiuk"
Dr. Sysyn, in discussing the church
may be purchased at. Ukrainian stores reform m o v e m e n t s that s o u g h t to
and gift shops everywhere, or directly revitalize religious life of the early 20th
from Duma Music Inc. by sending a century, expains, "What in Russia
check in the amount of J10 (U.S.) to: remained a controversy between reDuma Music Inc., 580 Aldeii St.. formers and conservatives took on a
Woodbridge, N.J. 07095. (Price in- national coloration in Ukraine. In the
cludes postage and handling.)
19th and 20th centuries, movements in
Ukraine to improve .the spiritual, cultural and material life of the masses
usually assumed a Ukrainian patriotic
stance and opposed the Russificatory
policies of the tsars."
The first review article is an analysis
of an English-language publication of
the Moscow Patriarchate titled "The
Eastern Orthodox Church in the Ukraine," intended, according to the
introduction, for people of Ukrainian
descent in the U.S., Canada and Western Europe.
According to Dr. Sysyn, the desire to
appease Ukrainian sentiments abroad
can even be seen in the choice of the title
which avoids the word " R u s s i a n , "

Naval biography by Ukrainian historian
Admiral
William Shepherd
Benson,
First Chief of Naval Operations by
Mary Klachko with David F. Trask,
foreword by Admiral Arleigh A. Burke,
Annapolis. Md.: Naval Institute Press
268 pp.
One of the first women in the United
States to specialize in naval history,
Ukrainian American writer Dr. Mary
Klachko, has recently completed this
biography of Admiral William Shepherd Benson, the first chief of naval
operations, who led the U.S. Navy
throughWorld War 1.
Her study is more than a biography
and the first comprehensive work about
this naval officer. It is also an authoritative interpretation of Benson's career
as chief of naval operations. Theauthor,
who spent more than IS years doing
extensive research about the man, also
contends that Admiral Benson's concept of naval policy did not derive from
anti-British sentiments, as some of his
critics argue, but from his American
nationalism and commitment to the
well-being of the U.S. Navy.
Dr. Klachko offers a judicious evaluation of his sound leadership abilities,
crediting the admiral with skillfully
balancing the political requirements of
President Woodrow Wilson's administration against the needs of the Navy
and with acting as an effective intermediary between the fleet and Secretary of
the Navy Josephus Daniels.
Dr. Klachko also discusses Benson's
attempts after the war to create a strong
merchant marine fleet in the United
States.
In his foreword, Arleigh A. Burker,
admiral and chief of nval operations
from 1955 to 1961, wrote: "Dr. Klachko
deserves our gratitude for telling Admiral Benson's story with a combination of dignity, sympathy and scholarly
fidelity, and for exploring both the
personal and professional sides of a
memorable sailor. Her volume is a

•

despite the fact that Orthodox Churches
in Ukraine today are under the Russian
Orthodox Church.
Dr. Sysyn explains that despite the
title and the use of Ukrainian place
names, "the real purpose of the booklet,
as stated in the preface and conclusion,
is to view 'the Ukrainian Exarchate as
an inseparable component of the Russian Orthodox Church/ "
Dr. Sysyn proceeds to analyze the
selective presentation of the history of
the Church in Ukraine, in which there is
no mention of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church destroyed
by Stalin in the 1930s and in which it is
expained that the Eastern-Rite Catholics "disappeared" in all Ukrainian
lands "reunited" with Russia.
In- the second review article (first
published in the scholarly journal The
Russian Review), Dr. Sysyn describes
Dimitry Pospielovsky's "The Russian
Church under the Soviet Regime, 19171982," calling it a "much-needed synthesis on the history of the Russian
Orthodox Church's relationship with
the Soviet regime," but faults and
details its glaring omissions regarding
Ukrainian Orthodoxy.
Alexander Lotocky (1870-1939) contributed greatly to Ukrainian political,
cultural and ecclesiastical life. A memorial volume edited by Bohdan Hoshovsky is the third work reviewed. Dr.
Sysyn describes "Lytsar pratsi i Obovyazku. Zbirnyk Prysvyachenyy Pamyati Prof. Oeksandra LototskogoBilousenka" as "a good introduction to
Lotocki and his tremendous role in
Ukrainian affairs."
"Lysty 1933-1937: Letters 1933-1937"
by Metropolitan Vasyl" LypkivsTcy and
distributed by the Consistory of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the
U.S. is a collection of 19 letters by the
first metropolitan of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church. In his summary of
the value of these letters. Dr. Sysyn
writes that they "allow us to enter the
(Continued on page 13)

Harvard study of Saint Olga
When and Where was Orga Baptized?
by Omeljan Pritsak. Cambridge. Mass.:
Harvard Universitv Ukrainian Studies
Fund, 1987. 24 pp. S3.

notable addition on modern naval
history."
Dr. Klachko, a Ukrainian community activist who resides in New York
City, holds M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Columbia University and wrote
her doctoral dissertation on "AngloAmerican Naval Competition 1918-22."
This work is often cited in scholarly
publications for the valuable insights it
offers into British-US. Naval relations
during World War I.
The noted historian, David F. Trask,
helped prepare this manuscripts for
publication. He holds M.A. and P h D
degrees from Harvard and taught at
some of this country's leading universities before accepting his current position as chief historian at the U.S. Army
Center of Military History in Washington.
For more information about the
book, please write to Naval Institute
Press. Annapolis. Md. 21402

"When and Where was Olga Baptized?" is the newest release of the
Ukrainian Studies Fund of Harvard
University's Millennium Series of seminal studies on Ukrainian religious and
ecclesiastical history.
The introduction states, "As we
commemorate the 1,000th anniversary
of Volodimer's conversion, it is easy to
forget that by the time he became prince
of Kiev in 980, Christianity in Rus'was
already at least a century old. In the
860s the Patriarch of Constantinople
had claimed proudly that the Rus' had
been converted and that a bishop had
been sent to them, and by 945 many of
the Varangians in Kiev, among them
important members of the retinue of
Prince Igor', were Christian."
The details of Princess Olga's baptism, the first recorded within the
dynasty of the ruling family, is much
disputed by modern scholars. Dr.
Omeljan Pritsak, Mykhailo S. Hrushevskyi Professor of Ukrainian History at Harvard University, offers his
analysis of this controversial subject,
critically reading the Greek. Latin and
Rus' sources to reconstruct Olga's

activities. Prof. Pritsak not only provides a solution to the chronological
and geographical problems of Olga's
baptism, but also sets her decision
within the wider context of the Christianization of Rus'. He concludes that
Olga was baptized in October 957 in
Constantinople.
The booklet is one in the Ukrainian
Studies Fund series on Ukrainian
religious and ecclesiastical history in
commemoration of the Millennium.
Other titles include: "From Kievan
Rus' to Modern Ukraine: Formation of
the Ukrainian Nation",by Omeljan
Pritsak, "Ukrainian Churches Under
Soviet Rule: Two Case Studies" by
Bohdan Bociurkiw, "Byzantine Roots
of Ukrainian Christianity" and "The
Many Worlds of Peter Mohyla"by Ihor
Sevchenko, "The Ukrainian Catacomb
Catholic Church" by Ivan Hvat, "The
Greek Catholic Church and Ukrainian
Society in Austria Galicia" by JohnPaul Himka, "Two Orthodox Ukrainian Churchmen: Prokopovych and
Iavorskyi" by George Sheveiov, and
"Religion and Nationalism in the Soviet
Union" by Vasyl Markus.
These booklets may be purchased for
53 each from the Ukrainian Studies
Fund of Harvard University, 1583
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
02138. Bulk discounts arc available.
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MUSIC REVIEW
Taissa Bohdanska records three piano sonatas by Beethoven
by Roman Sawycky

give expression to its yearning anguish.
Sadder tones have probably never been
penned and the throb of pain is indescribably affecting. The following Allegretto was beautifully described by
Liszt as a "flower between two abysses."
It is an intermezzo of utmost simplicity.
The concluding Presto agitato plunges
us into a tornado of passion where the
restraint of the preceding movements is
thrown aside in open rebellion.

Recorded at R C A Studios ( N e w
York) and hot off the press is a galvanizing new stereo record album of
three piano s o n a t a s by Beethoven.
Taissa Bohdanska of Newark, N.J.,
noted Ukrainian-born pianist, has
committed them t o vinyl in loving •
memory of her husband Petro Bohdansky, who loved Beethoven's music.
Original concept
Of course Beethoven has been recorded before by Ukrainian artists such as
Lubka Kolessa, Bohdan Kotorovich,
Yuri Mazurkevich and, possibly, others.
The originality of Prof. Bohdanska's
album, however, lies in the fact that it
combines the master's three piano
sonatas, a concept which up to now had
eluded Ukrainian artists on both sides
of the Iron Curtain.

Sonata No. IS in E-Flat Major,
Op. 31, No. 3

Taissa Bohdanska
released are the following:

Biography
Taissa Bohdanska began her studies
in Ukraine (Stanislaw) with Madame
Tetiana Lepka, and continued with the
distinguished pedagogue Prof. Roman
Sawycky at the Lysenko Music Institute
in Lviv. She furthered her studies in
Vienna at the Conscrvatorium der Stadt
Wien with professors Hans Neff, Andrij
Korolkow and the prominent concert
pianist and pedagogue Prof. Roland
Raupenstrauch. Under his guidance,
she graduated with honors from the
Conservatorium in 1951.
Since 1952, Prof. Bohdanska has
resided in Newark,andfor more than 30
years has been faculty member of the
Ukrainian Music Institute of America
Inc. From 1979 through I981she served
as president of this institute. She is also
member of the Music Educators Assoc i a t i o n of New J e r s e y , a n d of the
Associated Music Teachers League of
New York, Inc.
In past seasons. Prof. Bohdanska has
given several concert performances in
N e w a r k , P h i l a d e l p h i a . New York,
Miami, Rochester, Toronto, Grand
Cayman, the U.S. Virgin Islands and
Curacoa. In 1976 she made a successful
debut in Carnegie Recital Hall.
For the past 14 years Prof. Bohdanska has coached with' the renowned
concert pianist and composer Seymour
Bernstein of New York City. Her first
record album, created likewise at RCA
Studios (New York 1983), was the first
stereo disc with Ukrainian piano works
presented by a Ukrainian pianist in the
West. The sonatas by Beethoven just

Census reveals...
(Continued from page 1)
a single m o t h e r t o n g u e o t h e r t h a n
English or French.
Although linguistic diversity in Canada is greater today than it was 25
years ago, the report said, the number of
persons with German or Ukrainian as
their mother tongue has decreased.
The greatest drop in reported use of
Ukrainian was recorded in the maritime
province of Newfoundland. In 1981,40
persons said their mother tongue was
Ukrainian. Five years later, that number declined to 25 persons.
Q u e b e c e x p e r i e n c e d a 20 percent
decrease, while Ontario fell only 16
percent.
Government polstcrs found 235 persons in the Yukon and the Northwest
Territories, Canada's most uninhabited

Sonata No. 1 in F Minor
Op. 2, No. I
Bohdanska admitted a special affinity or fondness for this work because
she first studied it with Prof. Roman
Sawycky in Lviv. This, Beethoven's
very first published effort in the genre of
a piano sonata, wasdedicated to Haydn,
his teacher, lessons with whom, however, were not a success. Characteristically, even in the year 1795 when this
work was conceived, Beethoven was
very sure of himself a n d chose to
proceed on his own.
In the opening Allegro there is just a
light nod toward Mozart while the slow
movement, Adagio, is certainly filled
with a truly B e e t h o v e n i a n m e l o d i c
nobility. After a grateful aristocratic
Menuetto we come to the precipitous
finale in Prestissimo tempo and in
s o n a t a - f o r m , which also includes a
more melodious episode.

A lyric of adorable serenity and
happiness. Following a magical and
playful introductory Allegro, comes the
Scherzo, in 2/4 time and written in
sonata-form, with an almost Mendelssohnian lightness. The songful and
graceful Menuetto contrasts admirably
with the continuous staccato of the
Scherzo. The gaiety of the final Presto
con fuoco is inescabably contagious.
What is remarkable in this sonata is that
not one of the four movements goesata
slow pace.
Ludwig van Beethoven's (1770-1827)
pre-eminence among composers rests
on the sublimity of his thought, which
included the emancipation of the sonata
form from established usage. His revolutionary spirit wrestled mightily with
the demons of misfortune, with the long
agony of his deafness — to a musician
the supreme affliction. His was the strife
of the soul against evil fate, its defiance

of

are marked by clarity of textures and all
sense of struggle is firmly directed
toward ultimately clarifying ends. Lines
and phrases are shaped so that the
music moves forward.
Prof. Bohdanska brings out the
h u m o r in Op.31 e f f e c t i v e l y , while
Sonata Op.27 boasts a fine evaluation
of contrasting moods, although-some
might well prefer still greater agitation
in the final movement.
Every so often a record comes along
where you can hear just how much a
performer feels for the piece being
played. That's the winning elements in
this album for in it one can hear and feel
the edge that the Sonata Op.2 has over
the others. iThis work-in Prof. Bohdanska's hands sounds like a fond memoir
of her work with her beloved teacher
long ago.

aix^'^if^^M^W^^rMtSBSil. ......The RCA sound, albeit analog, .is

through its own strength. Fate knocked
at his door as a foe; he met it blow for
blow and conquered.

Beethoven's "Moonlight" sonata is
assuredly the most popular of his 32
works in this form. Indeed, it is probably the most popular piano sonata
ever written. The unparalleled currency
of this work has been enormously aided
by the ridiculous nickname "Moonlight" and the apocryphal love story
tacked on to it by irresponsible romanticists.
T h e least-disciplined fingers can
easily play the notes of the first movement, but only profoundest feeling can

direct, wide and unfussy. The instrument, a Steinway, belonging at one time
to Rachmaninoff, provides full and
glorious sound (no ancient fortepiano
Appreciation
here with an 1815 clucky d e l i v e r ) .
To. play- Beethoven's sonatas is not . Surfaces are quiet. The disc is well cued
in
line with the m o v e m e n t s of the
easy; to play them well is still more
difficult; t o record them for dissemina- sonatas.
tion among today's highly competitive
Final credits
mass media is still ten times as arduous.
Mr. Bernstein contributed greatly to
This tremendous challenge was met
the
successful
release of this record, not
"con brio" by Prof. Bohdanska, who by
her feat is setting an example for other only as Prof. Bohdanska's coach, but
faculty m e m b e r s of the U k r a i n i a n also as manager and technical adviser
Music Institute of America and other during the recording sessions.
R C A r e c o r d i n g e n g i n e e r s : Mike
music schools.
Prof. Bohdanska is a sensitive pia- Moran and Jim Crotty.
Album cover: Maria Holinaty, Grenist, knowing when to thrust or attack
aggressively in some passages and when gory Hywel and Ruta Kysilewskyj.
M a n u f a c t u r e r : Lee Myles (New
to relax in others so as to permit the
music to sing. And of equal importance, York.
English-language liner notes: Roman
she k n o w s how to reconcile these
Sawycky, Jr.
differences with a carefully judged
To order send check in the amount of
classical balance.
Her performances are vivified by $10 (payable to Prof. Bohdanska) to
crisp metrical treatment, active inflec- Taissa Bohdanska, 138 Eastern Parktion and graded dynamics. The readings way, Newark. N.J. 07106.

territories, who declared Ukrainian as
their mother tongue in 1986.
The Ukrainian Community Development Committee said in a report last
year that census data on Ukrainians
indicates that the assimilation process
among Ukrainians has reached "critical
proportions."
M o r e o v e r , the r e p o r t said, most
Ukrainian community groups are not
"adequately equipped" to deal with the
decline of language use and other problems.
Long term planning and the developm e n t of s u p p o r t s t r u c t u r e s in t h e
Ukrainian community will help stem
the decline of l a n g u a g e use a m o n g
Ukrainians, said Dmytro Cipywnyk,
president of the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee. Because of the apparent
rapid decline in the use.of .Ukrainian,
among younp .'Icraintan Canadians.

Dr. C i p y w n y k said, the provincial
executives of the UCCarc "tackling the
problem in a very serious manner.
"I'm not alarmed," Dr. Cipywnyk
said in an interview, "but it's important
for us to take cognisance of the statistics."
Researchers have identified three key
factors that account for the decline of
language use among Ukrainians. They
a r e : the lack of i m m i g r a t i o n from
Ukraine; the rapid disappearance of
Ukrainian-speaking postwar immigrants; and intermarriage and urbanization.
Bohdan Krawchenko. director of the
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, said the statistics showinga decline
of l a n g u a g e use a m o n g U k r a i n i a n
Canadians should not surprise any one.
"1 don't think people should be surp r i s e d , " Dr. K r a w c h e n k o said in a

Sonata No. 14 in C-Sharp Minor,
Op. 27, No. 2

t e l e p h o n e interview. " A s .the older
generation of Ukrainians die, the young
generation that replaces them simply
does not have Ukrainian as a mother
tongue."
But, Dr. Krawchenko said, there are
encouraging signs that interest in Ukrainian language acquisition is growing in
the prairie provinces. He cited a 30
percent jump this year in enrollment in
U k r a i n i a n l a n g u a g e c o u r s e s at the
University of Alberta and "significant"
increases in the number of children
enrolled in schools offering the Ukrainian-English bilingual program.
The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian
Studies is c u r r e n t l y p r o d u c i n g new
language arts materials for the bilingual
schools. Dr. Krawchenko said. "We
h o p e these will i m p r o v e U k r a i n i a n
language skills acquisition in the early
grades," he said'.
'
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Erie Matkiwsky...
(Continued from page 8)
hand to present awards.
Stipends from the Mazepa Foundation were presented in the following
amounts: men's finalists — S600 and
$300, semifinalists — $100; women's
finalists —$300 and 5150; boys'finalists
— $150 and S75. (Competitors who are
members of the foundation and tournament committee members'do not accept
these stipends and, as a rule, return their
winnings to the foundation.)
The stipends were presented by Nadia
Matkiwsky, whose husband. Dr. Zenon
• i i 'iNiimii'iiiiiiMiiMiMijtiiiiiPi
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Sitch swimmers..:

Matkiwsky, is president of the Mazepa
Foundation; John Hynansky, and
.
(Continued from page 9)
former Miss Soyuzivkas and women's
Boys age 13-14
champions Annette Charuk and Zenia
Matkiwsky.
• 50-meter freestyle: I. Wynarchuk
During the closing ceremonies the
(SUM-A, Newark), 38.5.
athletes were addressed on behalf of the 100-meter freestyle: I. Wynarchuk
UNA by Mr. Flis, whereas during the
(SUM-A, Newark), 1:34.8.
opening ceremonies the UNA was 50-meter breaststroke: I. Wynarchuk
represented by Supreme Advisor Alex
(SUM-A, Newark), 48.8.
Chudolij. Other speakers during the
opening and closing ceremonies were
Boys age IS and up
Messrs. Rakoczy, Kyzyk and Snylyk, as
well as Myron Stebelsky of the Ukrai- 50-meter freestyle: I. Ponomarenko
(Sitch), 28.7.
nian Sports Association of the U.S.A.
100-meter freestyle: M. Kowaluk (Plast,
and Canada.
Montreal), 1:00.6.
50-meter backstroke: G. Storozynsky
(Plast, Cleveland) 34.Z
50-meter breaststroke: I. Ponomarenko
(Sitch). 37.1.
5°-meter butterfly: M. Kowaluk (Plast,
Montreal), 29.9.
100-meter medley: M. Kowalchuk
(Plast, Montreal), 1:06.4.
4 x 50-meter medley relay: 1. Wynarchuk (SUM-A. Newark). 1. Melnyk
(Tryzub), G. Hrab(KLK)and A. Pidlusky (Sitch), 3:10.6.
Girls age 8-10

George Sawchak (second from left) and Eric Matkiwsky (second from right)
received the Bohdan Rak and Dr. Wolodymyr Huk memorial trophiesfromZenon
Snylyk (left) and Roman Rakoczy.

25-meter freestyle: L. Stupak (SUM-A,
Newark), 20.7.
50-metcr freestyle: 1. Skulsky (Tryzub),
46.3.
25-meter backstroke: L. Holoway (Tryzub), 25.3.
25-meter breaststroke: L. Holoway
(Tryzub), 28.2.
25-meter butterfly: L. Holoway (Tryzub), 27.0.
4 x 25-meter freestyle relay: L. Stupak
(SUM-A, Newark), L. Holoway and
I. Skulsky (Tryzub), and U. Balaban
(Sitch), 1:33.4.
Girls age 11-12
25-meter freestyle: J. Sholudko (Sitch),
17.0.
50-meter freestyle: A. Kalyta (Tryzub),
37.2.
25-meter backstroke: J. Sholudko
(Sitch). 21.7.
25-meter breaststroke: A. Kalyta (Try(zub), 21.4. „ .
25-meter butterfly: A. Kalyta (Tryzub),
21.2.
4 x 25-meter freestyle relay; J. Bohanovych (Soyuzivka), A. Kalyta (Tryzub), M.and M. Poruchynsky (Sitch),
1:23.0.
Girls age 13-14

George Chopiwsky was chosen to receive the Mary Dushnyck sportsmanship
trophy from Mrs. Dushnyck herself. Annette Charuk also presented Mr.
. Chopiwsky with the boys* 12-and-under championship trophy.

50-meter freestyle: M. Gerych (Plast.
Montreal). 31.3.
100-meter freestyle: M. Gerych (Plast,
Montreal), 1:07.8.
50-meter backstroke: M. Holoway
(Tryzub). 55.3.
50-meter breaststroke: N. Danyliw
(Tryzub), 54.4.
50-meter butterfly: M. Gerych (Plast,
Montreal), 35.2.
4 x 50-meter freestyle relay: N. Danyliw
and M. Holoway (Tryzub). C. Lutsky
(Sitch) and M. Gerych (Plast, Montreal) 2:46.0.
Girls age 15 and up

*M
Marklan Kowaluk (Plast, Montreal)set
a. new meet record in .the. 50-meter
butterfly for the.IfS and above age
group.

50-meter freestyle: R. Danchevsky
(Sitch), 41.2
100-meter freestyle: T. Bokalo (Sitch).
1:27.6.
50-metcr breaststroke: R. Danchevsky
(Sitch). 49.9.
50-metcr backstroke: R. Danchevsky
(Sitch). 49.1.
50-metcr butterfly: T. Bokalo (Sitch).
48.0.
100-mctcr medley: T. Bokalo (Sitch).
Chief judge Maria Gerych with her
1:39.5.
daughter, Melania (Plast, Montreal), 4 x 50imetcr, medley relay: T. Bokalo.
who set a newjneet recprd^forjhe..100-^. i .R..ftanc.b.S.YAky,' Vt.j,itkeyych,and J.
meter freestyle in the 13-14 age group.
Sholudko (Sitch), 3:11.7.

,
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Danylewycz...
(Continued from page 6)
ships, awards and prizes. Her articles
and reviews have appeared in the
journals Polyphony. Canadian Ethnic
Studies and the Journal of Ukrainian
Studies, as well., as in two books:
"Looking into My Sister's Eyes: An
Exploration in Women's History."
edited by Jean Burnet, and "Continuity
and Change: The Cultural Life of
Alberta's First Ukrainians." edited by
Manoly Lupul.
The Marta Danylewycz Memorial
Fund now totals $15,305." Since its
inception in March 1985. donations to
the fund have been made by people
from different walks of life living in
Canada and the United States of America, including members of the Ukrainian community, the feminist community, and Prof. Danylewycz's friends,
academic co-workers and students.
Both CR1AW and the fund's initiating
committee have been heartened by these
generous contributions and hope that
previous donors as well as many new
ones will be able to contribute in the
future.
The large number and high quality of
applications to the fund in 1986 was an
equally encouraging sign. If it is any
indication of the need for support to
workers in women's history, then we
should be looking forward to the time
when this fund will be large enough to
allow for more than one award per year.
Donations for the fund may be sent
to: CR1AW, 151 Slater St., Suite 415,
, Ottawa, Ont. KIP 5H3. Contributions
are tax-deductible.

(Continued from page 4)
an American party would institutionalize the political reawakening
now taking place in Chicago, without
an undue dependence upon one
person's drive or vision. Mr. Tun
noted.
He is convinced that when the
Ukrainian community gets active as
a group in the American political
process the government pays attention. As proof he brought out
samples of replies sent to the League
of Ukrainian American Voters in
response to a letter sent by the
organization on behalf of Ukrainian
prisoners of conscience in the USSR.
"See, we get (positive) results,"
said Mr. Tun. And looking through
them one- sees they are not form
letters, but commitments to look into
the concerns.
J. Edward Fox, assistant secretary
for legislative and governmental
affairs in the State Department,
stated: "We have consistently condemned Soviet persecution of human-rights activists, including Ukrainian dissidents..."
Sen. Alan Dixon from Illinois
inquired at the State Department
when questioned about the issue by
the LUV. Paul Simon, the other Illinois senator, not only contacted the
State Department but also wrote to
Ambassador Warren Zimmermann.
who is chief of the U.S. delegation at
the Vienna talks of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in
Europe.
"It (the letters) prove that we must
organize; political organizations get
results," Mr. Tun concluded.

BUY U.S.
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Sysyn reviews...
( C o n t i n u e d f r o m page 10)

churchman's thought at the very time
he witnessed the extermination of the
last vestiges of Ukrainian Orthodoxy in
Ukraine."
The booklet is part of the Ukrainian
Studies Fund series on Ukrainian
religious and ecclesiastical history in
commemoration of the Millennium.
Other titles include: "From Kievan
Rus' to Modern Ukraine: Formation of
the Ukrainian Nation "and "When and
Where was OPga Baptized?" by Omeijan'Pritsak, "Ukrainian Churches Under Soviet Rule: Two Case Studies" by
Bohdan Bociurkiw, "Byzantine Roots
of Ukrainian Christianity" and "The
Many Worlds of Peter Mohyla" by
Ihor Sevcenko. "The Ukrainian Catacomb Catholic Church" by Ivan
Hvat, "The Greek Catholic Church and
Ukrainian Society in Austria Galicia"
by John-Paul Himka. "Two Orthodox
U krainian Churchmen: Prokopovych
and lavors'kyi" by George Shevelov,
and "Religion and Nationalism in
Soviet Ukraine after 1945" by Vasyl
Markus.
The booklets may be purchased for
S3 each (bulk discounts are available)
from Ukrainian Studies Fund of Harvard University. 1583 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge. Mass. 02138.
HIGHLY EXPERIENCED
Ukrainian-American teacher with original intensive and accelerated method offers muse lessons: piano, violin, voice and
solfeggio- Learn to play several pieces at
Tfle first lesson! Accomodating hours,
Queens residents only.
Telephone: (1-718-897-4004).

USA Today
corrects date
of insert
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

USA Today informed the Weekly as
it went to press that the expected date of
September 17 for the appearance of a
four-page editorial insert on the Millennium as provided by them was incorrect. The insert will have, in fact,
appeared in that newspaper's September 18 issue.

f r o m September 1, 1987, will p r o v i d e

THREE NEW CLASSES OF
TERM INSURANCE
with low premiums

EUGENE IHOR APOSTOLUK

b a s e d o n t h e 1980 C S O Mortality Tables

Attorney a t Law
6 0 8 5 State Road - Suite 5
P a r m a . Ohio 4 4 1 3 4

T23 — TERM INSURANCE TO AGE 23

(216) 888-3377
UKRAINIAN SINGLES
NEWSLETTER
Serving Ukrainian singles of all ages

•

w i t h $ 7 . 5 0 a n n u a l p r e m i u m s f o r t h e first $ 5 , 0 0 0
ana* $ 5 . 0 0 a n n u a l p r e m i u m s f o r e a c h a d d i t i o n a l $ 5 , 0 0 0

•

issued t o c h i l d r e n f r o m 0 t o 15 y e a r s o f a g e

throughout the United States and Canada
For information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Single Ukrainians
P.O. Box 24733, Phila.. Pa. 19111

ART — ANNUAL RENEWABLE TERM INSURANCE
with premiums increasing each y e a r

T H E FIRST OF A SERIES OF
collectable T-shirt prints celebrating a
M i l l e n n i u m o f U k r a i n i a n Christianity is now available!
Printed blue on yellow, in sizes S, M, L, XL;
50% cotton — $8.50 each, in Canadian
dollars — 11.80 each.

with t h e a g e of the insured person
issued t o a p p l i c a n t s f r o m 1 6 t o 6 5 y e a r s o f a g e
in a m o u n t s o f $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 or m o r e

DT30 — DECREASING 30-YEAR TERM CERTIFICATES
with DECREASING AMOUNTS OF INSURANCE

H O M E & BUSINESS
immaculate 3 BR, 2 story on a double lot,
w/oversized 2 car garage, has been reduced m price. Business zoning makes
$126,500. Extremely attractive. Call now
for details.
CENTURY 2 1 ARRA REALTY
(914) 331-8810

O b e n e f i c i a l t o persons h a v i n g m o r t g a g e l o a n s
Wholesale quantaties and prices
available.
Send check or money order to:
ZenkoKobasa
2 6 C h e s t n u t St.
Salem. N J . 08079
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

Doctor

•

issued t o a p p l i c a n t s f r o m 1 6 t o 4 5 y e a r s o f a g e
in a m o u n t s o f $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 o r m o r e

LOWER PREMIUMS
ON ALL NEW CUSSES OF INSURANCE
A l l n e w U N A c e r t i f i c a t e s o f i n s u r a n c e issued a f t e r S e p t e m b e r 1 , 1 9 8 7 , w i l l

Alex Andrew Latyshevsky

h a v e g r e a t l y r e d u c e d premiums, b a s e d o n t h e 1980 C S O M o r t a l i t y T a b l e .
F r o m S e p t e m b e r 1 , 1 9 8 7 , issuance o f class T l 6 a n d TP65 is d i s c o n t i n u e d t o
b e r e p l a c e d b y t h e n e w T23 certificates.

SPECIALIZING I N A D U L T A N D PEDIATRIC UROLOGY
ANNOUNCES

MINIMUM AMOUNTS OF INSURANCE

THE OPENING OF HIS PRACTICE
Hours: Monday 2-5. Thursday 1-5, Friday 1-5
1 4 4 East 7 t h Street. N e w Y o r k , N.Y. 1 0 0 0 9 . T e l . : ( 2 1 2 ) 2 2 8 - 8 7 4 8

VARIOUS POSITIONS

Simultaneously f r o m S e p t e m b e r 1, 1987, the f o l l o w i n g m i n i m u m amounts
of insurance will a p p l y :
$2,000

o n Class W S P a n d E 6 5 SP c e r t i f i c a t e s h a v i n g single p r e m i u m s f o r

$3,000

o n Classes E 1 8 , E 2 0 , E 6 5 , P 2 0 , P65, DP65 a n d W .

W h o l e Life a n d E n d o w m e n t a t A g e 6 5 .
$ 5 , 0 0 0 o n Classes T5 a n d T10 — 5- a n d 10-Year Term I n s u r a n c e
O n l y $ 5 , 0 0 0 o n Class A D D — A c c i d e n t a l D e a t h a n d D i s m e m b e r m e n t

amiable

Insurance

at SOYUZIVKA
Salary according to experience.

Tel.: (914) 626-5641

LIMITATIONS OF AGES AND AMOUNTS FOR
NON-MEDICAL INSURANCE
The U N A a c c e p t s a p p l i c a t i o n s f o r i n s u r a n c e w i t h o u t a m e d i c a l e x a m i n a t i o n

THE PERFECT GIFT

in t h e f o l l o w i n g a m o u n t s a n d a g e s :
$ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 to a g e 30

GOLD TRIDENT
JEWELRY

$ 5 0 , 0 0 0 to a g e 4 0
$ 2 5 , 0 0 0 to a g e 45
S 1 0 , 0 0 0 to a g e 5 0

from

EMBLEMS OF THE WORLD
P O Box 2 2 2 4

Ventnor. N.J. 0 8 4 0 6
io'i.e» 1-800-872-3600

$

5 , 0 0 0 to a g e 55

S

3.000 to a g e 60

T h e r e is n o l i m i t to t h e a m o u n t o f i n s u r a n c e c o v e r a g e w i t h a m e d i c a l
examination.
The U N A issues i n s u r a n c e certificates for a p p l i c a n t s u p t o 7 0 y e a r s of a g e .
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noted, the issue of human rights has
imposed "a heavy burden on the U.S.
and the Soviet Union in our attempt to
(Continued from page 5)
improve our relations." The task of our
derstand each others' motives and governments, he added,-should be to
actions, and draw our conclusions only actually do something about human
afterwards."
rights and not merely talk about it. The
The suave Mr. Oliver was indeed as provisions of the Accords also promised
eloquent as he was patient by comment- "to allow a freer movement of people
ing that he was quite struck that the and information across national borSoviet'minister, in taking IS minutes to ders, to allow families to reunify and be
deliver a five-minute speech, never once together, to allow binational marriages,
mentioned the Helsinki Accords — the and allow the equal rights and selfsingly most important human rights determination of people."
Prof. Zivs took the podium and told
document we have on record signed by
35 nations in 1973, including the United the audience about an experience he
States and the Soviet Union. "1 thought had in New York City several years ago
1 was going to lose my human rights in when he was a member of another
my five minutes here on the platform," Soviet delegation. "There at the crossing of Broadway and Fifth Avenue and
he added wryly.
He indicated a meeting of the minds 24th Street was a square. There were
in the Helsinki Accords wherein leaders,' tens of hundreds of homeless people
who.came from different roads of living in boxes as I was passing there on
development to define human rights the square. This past Saturday I returnand fundamental freedoms, "affixed ed to the square and to my surprise there
Weir signatures pledging to comply with were no more homeless people. 1
the provisions of this document." Since thought to myself that the problem of
the implementation of the Accords has homelessness has been solved in the
not been forthcoming, Mr. Oliver United States... until I approached a
police barrier which read: Do Not
Cross."
Marijka Demischuk and Walter Bodnar were among the members of Ameri"Human rights violations such as
cans for Human Rights in Ukraine who this are countless, along with other
attended the Chautauqua conference. human rights violations I could men-

The Chautauqua...

Nationalities...
(Continued from page 3)
tivization in Ukraine made the population there more disposed to collaborate with the Nazis. The Tatars
were deported from the Crimea, also
with enormous loss of life, in 1944
after being accused of collaboration
with the Germans — a charge the
present government now says was
indiscriminately applied," wrote the
Monitor correspondent.
Some of the problems begin, according to scholars, where Mr. Gorbachev is trying to consolodate his
power. States Robert Conquest,
senior fellow at the Hoover Institution: "His Politburo doesn't care for
either Russian nationalism or local
nationalism but rather for the integrated control of the central authorities."
Religion also plays a role in the
nationalities problem in the USSR.
In Central Asia especially, there is a
spreading adherence to Islam among
the younger generations growing up
in the southern republics next door
to Turkey, a member of the North
Atalantic Treaty Organization, and
near China. Attendance is rising at
the 400 mosques still open for prayer.
Some Sunni Moslems are joining
fundamentalist-style Islamic underground dominated by illegal, antiRussian mystical brotherhoods. And
the Russian anti-Asian bias only
fuels the Islamic fervor. "You have a
lot of educated Moslems in Central
Asia," says Alex Alexiev of the Rand
Corp., "and they realize they're still
treated as second-class citizens in
their own country."
"Further obstructing continued
Russian dominance is a resilient
Christianity that survives in the
officially atheistic nation, particularly in the Baltic states seized by the
Soviets in 1940,- an article in U.S.
News & World Report earlier this
year commented. "Lithuania's Roman Catholic Church, like its counterpart in neighboring Poland, operates as a virtual state within a state
Moscow's concern that Catholicism
jeopardizes control has prompted
authorities to limit the number of
priests and to reject efforts by PopeJohn Paul II to visit.

"Officials," the article continued,
"have cracked down with equal vigor
in Estonia and Latvia, where Protestant institutions are rallying points
for the disaffected
In an attempt
to control potential religious dissidence, observances by the estimated
SO million Russian Orthodox Christians in the Baltic states and elsewhere are confined to the 5,000
churches in the Soviet Union, with
prohibitions on religious education
and charity work. A barometer of the
Kremlin's anxiety over Christianity
will come later this year, where
Communist leaders either try to
ignore — or reluctantly acknowledge
— the 1,000th year of Christianity in
Russian" (sic).
But alt in all. press reports have
indicated that the nationalities question seems to be not one so much of
individual republics seeking separation from the Soviet Union, but is
one, rather, of nationalities seeking
greater recognition by the authorities
and an end to the policy of Russification. Wrote Bill Keller in the
Times:
"The nationalities question, then,
is less a threat to stability than a test
of Mr. Gorbachev's political poise
and his concept of democracy. To
what extent will he allow divisive
historical grievances to be aired?
What will the government do to
redress them?
"The government has organized a
high-level commission to consider
whether the Tatars should be allowed
to return to the Crimea. The commission includes no Tatars — the
government refuses to identify all the
members or to make any of them
available for interviews — and it has
yet to produce any results. But it is a
step farther than previous leaders
have gone in dealing with minority
demands.
"Other nationalities, such as the
Georgians and Armenians, have
been kept relatively content, being
given a little freer rein, especially to
run their own economic affairs. Even
in the Baltics, a senior W e s t e r n
diplomat said, "they could certainly
defuse a lot of the resentment if they
allowed much greater cultural autonorm and if they slowed down the
process of Russification."
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tion." said Pro. Zivs. "The Soviet people and exit visas by the countries that
read about these cases in the newspaper signed the agreement. (Applause from
and are becoming very concerned. fhe audience). Prof. Zivs responded by
Instead of confrontation, however, we saying that the majority of the divided
should feci compassion for each other's spouses cases were settled when memhuman rights problems. In this way we bers of the U.S. Congress recently
visited the Soviet Union.
might help to solve them."
At this and other panel meetings the
A question from the audience came Soviets had an answer for just about
from a woman from the Divided everything. They stuck to their themes
Spouses group. She claimed that she of "glasnost and perestroika" — openhad been unable to see her fiance for ness and restructuring of society. Things
eight years. Empty promises were all she were changing in the.Soviet Union and
received. She wanted to know how the advised Americans to follow, suit. They
glasnost policy could shed some light on wanted, and yes, demanded, respect and
her problem. Prof. Zivs approached the legitimacy from the United States —
microphone with pen in hand as if he and they wanted trade.
were to take down all the necessary data
However, the religious and human
and help in this unfortunate situation. rights questions kept reappearing at
Prof. Zivs first wanted to know if her various stages of the Chautauqua
marital status was still the same. She conference — an embarrassment and a
replied in the affirmative and added that stumbling block to the peace and
both she and her fiance applied ten harmony message. In spite of welltimes each for visas — and the Soviet prepared answers in other areas, the
Union rejected all of them. Prof. Zivs Soviets guests were unable to stem the
told her that she could give him the lingering doubts that the Americans
details after the session; however, he voiced about guarenteeing rights for all.
could would advise her from a legal The audience was left to ponder the
point of view that since she is not answer given by Soviet panelist Vitaly
married 'she is not eligible for visas Zhurkin in response to an AHRU
under the divided spouses agreement. questioner about releasing the political
The woman interjected and cited a prisoners in Perm camp #36: "The sosection in the Helsinki Accords that called political prisoners in the Soviet
specifically states that couples wishing Union have all been released; those
to be married are to be granted entrance remaining are criminals."

A UNA insurance policy is
an investment in the Ukrainian community.
ST. ANDREWS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
has an opening which offers

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
)
i
)
i
i

for a qualified candidate:
Must speak English; knowledge of Ukrainian is desirable
Should have general understanding of accounting
Willingness to professionally grow and assume larger responsibilities
Ability to deal with people
Data entry experience is desirable
If you are interested, please forward your resume to:
St. Andrews Federal Credit Union of So. Bound Brook

P.O. Box 116, Scotch Plaint, N.J. 07076 or call (201) 754-9092

ATTENTION ALL UKRAINIAN ARTISTS AND
COLLECTORS OF UKRAINIAN ART!
In response to last year's success,

THE WASHINGTON GROUP, AN ASSOCIATION
OF UKRAINIAN AMERICAN PROFESSIONALS (TWG)
will once again hold an

EXHIBIT/SALE
OF WORKS BY UKRAINIAN ARTISTS
DURING ITS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
IN WASHINGTON. D.O
The exhibit/sale will take place at the

Mayflower Hotel's Senate Room

on Saturday, October 10, 1987, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The following rules apply:
1. Each artist may submit up to five (5) works, which will be exhibited at the discretion of the
exhibit's coordinator, Ms. Roksolana Armstrong.
2. Small/portable sculptures will also be accepted.
3. Each submission must be labelled with its title, name of artist, and selling price discretely
but visibly on each work.
4. TWG will retain a portion of receipts from sales
5 Each artist is responsible for the shipment of his/her works They may be delivered either
to Ms. Armstrong's home by Wednesday. October 7. or to the Mayflower Hotel's Senate
Room at 6:00 p.m. Fnday. October 9. They may be picked up either at the Hotel at 5:00 p m
on Saturday, October 10, or from Ms. Armstrong's home al any time thereafter.
6 All submissions are made at the artist's risk, with TWG accepting no responsibility or
liability for stolen or damaged works
Persons interested in exhibiting should contact

Ms.Armstrong as soon as possible at (301) 585-4456
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Four decades...

UKRAINIAN HELSINKI MONITORING GROUP

(Continued from page 7)
What made things even mo re. difficult was that the
political prisoners were dispersed in cells containing
war criminals, and ordinary criminals, many of whom
were homosexuals. This was the most terrible of all.
Consequently, we were forced to begin a campaign to
be separated from the criminals and the former helpers
of the Gestapo. It was a very difficult struggle which
cost the political prisoners dearly, but eventually we ,
achieved our goal.

In the camp, though your hearth was very poor —
for a time it was even thought that you had stomach
cancer — you not only continued to take part m
protests, and to sign documents addressed to the West,
but also, in a courageous act of solidarity, declared
yourself a member of the beleaguered Ukrainian
Helsinki Monitoring Group. How did this group differ
from its Moscow counterpart and why in your opinion
was it dealt with so ruthlessly?

When did you first learn that your relatives in
Canada were campaigning for your release?
I'm not sure now if it was at the end of 1972, or the
beginning of 1973, that I was handed a strange-looking
envelope. It was a letter from my relative in Canada,
Ivan Shumuk. it's hard for me to describe how I felt at
that moment. I was speechless and tears ran down my
face. I read the letter, gave it to my colleagues to read:
all of us were filled with joy that in the outside world
they knew about us. My nephew informed me that he
had read about my case in the newspapers and had
obtained my address from an international humanitarian organization.
1 wrote back, the correspondence blossomed, and
by 1974, Ivan was seeking my release and permission
for me to emigrate to Canada. Four years later he let
me know that he had hired a lawyer and that my case
had been discussed in the Canadian Parliament. This
encouraged me even more, not because I believe that I
would be released, but because I knew that my case
had become known in the West and that efforts were
being made to secure my release. I was heartened to
know that all my efforts and the work that I had put
into writing my memoirs had not been in vain.

The Ukrainian Helsinki group differed from the
Moscow one in that the perennial, number one
question in Ukraine is that of national freedom —
spiritual, cultural and political. Any organization in
Ukraine, whether it be political, cultural or religious,
that emphasizes the national question, is anathema to
Moscow.
THE POLISH EVENTS
During the early 1980s, were you and your
colleagues able to bear about the events in Poland?

Amnesty International took up your case and
designated you its "senior" prisoner of conscience.
Were you aware of their efforts?
Yes, later I began receiving letters and postcards
with a candle surrounded by barbed wire from various
Amnesty international groups in western Europe —
from West Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands and
Switzerland. Obviously, this helped to keep up the
spirits of all the political prisoners. 1 now knew even if
I died behind barbed wire the world would know why I
had been imprisoned and what I had given my life for,
I am very grateful to Amnesty International and all the
other organizations and individuals who worked both
for "my release and that of my fellow-prisoners of
conscience.

HURYN MEMORIALS
FOR THE FINEST IN CUSTOM MADE
MEMORIALS INSTALLED IN ALL CEMETERIES IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA
of New York including Holy Spirit in
Hamptonburgh, N Y . St. Andrew's in South
Bound Brook. Pine Bush Cemetery in
Kerhonkson and Glen Spey Cemetery
in Glen Spey. New York.
ffe offer person^ service & guidance in your
home For a bilingual representatives call:
IWAN HURYN
P.O. Box 121
Himptonburgh. N Y 10916
Tel.: (914) 427-2684
BOHDAN REKSHYNSKYJ
45 East 7th Street
New York. N Y 10003
Tel.: (212) 477-6523

The events in Poland interested me no end. In the
camp we knew about what was happening from our
relatives who kept us informed when they visited us.
When I was sent into exile to a village in Kazakhstan 1
bought myself a transistor radio and listened to the
Voice of America, Deutsche Welle, Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty. I understand Polish and
was able get the most information from Radio Free
Europe's Polish broadcasts.
The recent developments in Poland are something
to be enthusiastic about — Poland should serve as an
example for all the nations of Eastern Europe held
captive by Moscow. We should all leam from the
example set by Solidarity. I am impressed by Lech
Walesa, the leader of this movement, and by the Polish
nation. We, the Ukrainians, should take our lessons
from them. It is necessary to engage the peasantry and
workers in our struggle for independence; the
intelligentsia — the writers, poets, and artists — will
not achieve independent statehood by itself.
GORBACHEV AND PROSPECTS FOR CHANGE
How do you assess the changes brought about by
Mikhail Gorbachev?
The Soviet leadership has finally understood the

HUCULKA
Icon <S Souvenir's Distribution
2 8 6 0 Buhro Ave. «2fl
Bronx. NY. 1 0 4 6 1
T t f ( ? 1 2 ) 931-1579 «ftor 6 p.m
• Rtp'tStflUtrV* ind MrHOltUltf of tmbiotOffi
blouses tot idulti ind ehiMrtfl

seeks to hire

FULL-TIME CAREER SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
fluent in Ukrainian and English
UPSTATE N E W YORK, N E W

A T T O R N E Y A T LAW

(718)

658-2718

Insurance experience not required, we
will train *nd assist with a full price pac-

SERVING: LONG ISLAND
5 BOROUGHS OF N.Y.C.
150-26 86th Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11432

The most important ideal that sustained me was.
honesty with myself, the avoidance of conflict with my
conscience. Our conscience is God's voice within us. If
we act against our conscience it will bother us to the
end of our days. I understood this deeply and felt this
in my soul. I didn't even allow the thought that I would
do something that would go against this voice of God's
inside me, against my conscience.
Finally, do you have any special message that you
wish to convey to your compatriots?
Today we cannot struggle separately for Ukraine's
freedom as in the past. We have to join in the worldwide struggle for justice throughout our planet. There
can be no lasting peace if even one nation is oppressed.
We have to convince the larger nations that when they
deal with the Soviet Union they should be aware that if
even one nation is held captive in the Russian empire
there can be no lasting peace. In struggling for peace,
we have to struggle for justice, democracy and the
freedom of all peoples on our planet.
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THE WASHINGTON GROUP
AN ASSOC

DON OF UKRAINIAN-AMERICAN PROFESSIONALS

presents

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE II
"An Agenda for Ukrainian Americans"
October 9 - 1 1 , 1 9 8 7 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.C.
A unique opportunity for those interested in playing a role in shaping the future of our community to hear 24 political, business, media, law, academic and government leaders, to share
experiences and accomplishments, identify objectives and goals, and exchange ideas on how
to achieve them

kage and full financial backing.

TWG -

A tremendous potential exists because of the Ukrainian National

GENERAL PRACTICE
REAL ESTATE
WILLS
BUSINESS
LITIGATION

FINAL THOUGHTS
Was there any one single thing that gave you the
extra strength to survive so much?

from

for CLEVELAND, N E W YORK.
JERSEY, P H I L A D E L P H I A a n d

need to follow a different course. The USSR has put so
much into arming itself that it has become a military
superpower, but as a result lags behind economically.
It can't begin to match Japan's economy. It has
become an economically straggling country. Therefore it was necessary to change direction, to attempt
somehow to come to terms with the West. Hence the
emergence of Gorbachev as party leader.
I do not, however, believe in the possibility of any
genuine democratization of the Russian empire. If this
occurred it would no longer be an empire: Ukraine
would attempt to break away; Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia, and Transcaucasia would do likewise.
Naturally, I don't think the Russian people would lose
from this; it would only gain.
Take the example of Sweden. Once it had an empire.
Now, however, the Swedes live without their ethnographic boundaries, and they live well, better than
many other European nations. The same could
happen to the Russian people if it realizes that the
Russian empire will not last forever — no empire ever
has — and gives freedom to the captive peoples, so that
they are not forced to take freedom with arms in their
hands.

If you would like to reprint an ariicle

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

L E H I G H VALLEY AREA

PETER PIDDOUBNY

Want
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Association's commitment to the
most m o d e m Fraternal Insurance
and Service rt can provide.
If you feel that you are the type of person
who can grow with the UNA please send a
resume or contact:
H. P. Floyd. FIC.
National Sales Director
Ukrainian National Association Inc
30 Montgomery Street.
Jersey City. N. J. 0 7 3 0 2

Tel.: (201) 451 2200

UABA BENEFIT GALA

S a t u r d a y , October 1 0 , 1 9 8 7 — M a y f l o w e r G r a n d B a l l r o o m
Grand evening — banquet and ball — in the Capital's grandest ballroom, made even more en
loyable in the knowledge that it will benefit the scholarship funds of The Washington Group and
The Ukrainian American Bar Association Black tie Music by TEMPO.
Conference (with lunch):
TWG -

UABA Benefit Gala.

$55.00 ($70 after Oct. 1)
$65.00 ($75.00 after Oct

For conference program and information write:
The Washington Group, P 0 Box 11248. Washington, OC 20008
Or call: Dana Stec (202) 362-6862
ADS FOR CONFERENCE BOOK ARE AVAILABLE $120 full page $70 half page
$40 quarter page, $25 business card
Please submit youi camera ready copy to the TWG address Deadline September 25.
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS

September 21
DETROIT: The Wayne Slate University Ukrainian Club, Slavic department and the department of art
and art history will sponsor a slideillustrated lecture, "Archipenko in
20th-century Art," by Dr. Oksana
B e z r u c h k o - R o s s a t n o o n in t h e
student center, room 289.
September 23
COLUMBUS, Ohio: Dr. Jaroslawa
Steciw will present a lecture on "The
Development of Ukrainian Culture
from the Stone Age to the Present,"
featuring slides of her own work, at 7
p.m. in the Columbus Cultural Art
Center at 139 W. Main St.
September 25
CHICAGO: The Ukrainian American Bar Association is sponsoring a
reception to discuss current legal
topics of interest to the Ukrainian
American community, beginning at 7
p.m. a t 2800 N. Lake Shore Drive
and Diversey. For further information call Udia Shandor at (312) 3273553.
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Ukrainian National Women's League
of America will sponsora lecture and
slide-show on the work of Alexander
Archipenko a n d his impact on 20th
c e n t u r y a r t by D r . O k s a n a Bezruchko-Ross, a former student of the
late artist's. The event will be held at
7:30 p a n . at the institute, 2320 W.
Chicago Ave. Suggested donation is
$10. Students a n d seniors: $5. For
information call Sonya Hryncwych
at (312) 227-5522 (days) and 8935905 (evenings).
September 25-27
W I N N I P E G : T h e w o r k s of Ted
Diakiw, a Canadian ceramicist, will
be featured in a n exhibit and sale,
sponsored by the Oseredok Boutique, this weekend at the Ukrainian
Cultural and Educational Centre,
184 Alexander Ave. E Olya Marko,
the curator of the centred art gallery,
will open t h e e x h i b i t on F r i d a y ,
September 25, at 7:30 p.m. and a
reception will follow. For information call the centre at (204) 942-0218.

C H I C A G O : The Ukrainian Institute
NEWARK, N.J.: Branch 86 of the
of Modern Art and Branch 101 of the
^^SSg^B^^^^^^SSSE«®^^E^^^^gg
v$^^&mi3&8!8mzm83m%mm

Ukrainian Women's League of America will sponsor an exhibit of works
by Rem Bahautdyn, a Soviet emigre
artist who studied at the Kiev Art
A c a d e m y before e s c a p i n g t o the
West in 1972, in the basement of St.
John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic
Church on Sanford Avenue. The
exhibit will open at 5 p.m. on Saturday, September 26 and will remain
open Sunday from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

September 30
COLUMBUS, Ohio: Jaroslawa Steciw, a professional artist, will present
a lecture on the history of Ukrainian
icons at 7 p.m. at the Columbus
Cultural Art Center at 139 W. Main
St.
ONGOING

September 26
PHILADELPHIA: The Ukrainian
Cultural and Educational Center at
700 Cedar Road will open its new
season r{ activities with a c o c k . tail/ benelit, featuring a performance
by J o y B r i t t a n , a c c o m p a n i e d b y
Irena Pelech-Zwarych, at 7:30 p.m.
September 27
MT. CLEMENS, Mich.: The Ukrainian American Center will hold its
72nd anniversary banquet at 3:30
p.m. at Stephenson Haus, 24931 N.
Chrysler Drive in Hazel Park, Mich.
The keynote speaker will be Judge
Waiter P. Cynar of the Michigan

County college offers
Folk art workshops
Popovych...
slated this fall
Millennium lectures
(Continued from page 1)
YORK — In cooperation with illegal national-democratic union,"Hoat Manor Junior College theNEW
Ukrainian Free University Founda- min." He was sentenced to I) years'
JENK.INTOWN, Pa. — Three special workshops on Ukrainian folk art
will be offered by the Ukrainian Heritage Studies Center and Continuing
Education Division at Manor Junior
College this fall.
The three courses are "Ukrainian
Ritual Bread Making" to be held either
September 29, or October 1, 6:30 - 9:30
p.m.; "Ukrainian Bead Weaving (Gcrdany)" for beginners or intermediates
held on either October 10 and 17, or
November 14 and 21, I - 4 p . m . ; "CrossStitch: Ukrainian Style," for beginners
and intermediates on either October 10
and 17, or'November 1 4 a n d 2 1 , a n d i-4
p.m.
„
For exact dates and times call the
Continuing Education office, (215)8842218, or 885-2360, ext. 64. Registration will be held at the office on Fox
Chase Road and Forrest Avenue.

Court of Appeals a n d Stephen M .
Wichar. Admission is $15 per person.
For tickets a n d i n f o r m a t i o n call
(313) 286-6490 or 574-1874.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Institute of America, Inc., is once again
offering instruction in the Ukrainian
language. Prof. Zirka Derlycia is
teaching Ukrainian 1, a beginner's
course, which meets every.Tuesday
evening through December 15, from
5:30-8:30 p.m. The course is accredited by Hunter College, if one is a
registered student with H u n t e r .
Accredited courses may be audited
for non-credit students who register
through the UIA. Registration fee if
$90. For more information call the
UIA at (212) 288-8660, T u e s d a y
through Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Mr. Kolomiyets, a philologist from
Bila Tserkva in the Kiev region, was
serving a term for "anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda" under Article 62
of the Ukrainian SSR Criminal Code
since 1976.
Mr. B i l o b o r o d o v , a 35-year-old
artist, was freed from a psychiatric
hospital in Kiev, where he has been
incarcerated since his arrest in 1971 for
attempting to cross the border illegally.
Mr. Kalyuzhny, an artist from D o nctske, was released from a psychiatric
hospital in his native city in July. He
was serving a t e r m since 1975 for
escaping t o Afghanistan.

tion-Research Institute, and through strict-regimen labor camp and three
the c o o r d i n a t i n g efforts of D r . years' internal exile.
Vasyl Luchkiw, Passaic County ComYevgeny Koifman from Dnipropemunity College will present this fall,
from September 15 to October 20, a trovske was freed on March 5 from
continuing series of lectures in a course "compulsory recruitment for labor."
"A C e l e b r a t i o n of t h e U k r a i n i a n
Several dissidents were released from
Millennium — Part II."
psychiatric hospitals, including VoloThese lectures will be examining and dymyr Kolomiyets, Leonid Biloborodiscussing such topics as: the effect of dov and Volodymyr Kalyuzhny.
C h r i s t i a n i t y on the history of the
Ukrainian nation; politics of Catholicism and Orthodoxy; the development
Immediate Opening
Immediate Opening
of the theory of the Third Rome; union
of the Ukrainian Church with Rome in
Brest; the Russian state Church and its
for
struggle for leadership in Christendom;
DERMATOLOGY OFFICE/PRACTICE
and the renovationist Church in Soviet
• Afternoon and early evenings • Three days per week • On-job training •
Ukraine, 1922-1939.
• Near Montefiore Hospital •
The course is being taught by Dr.
RONALD R. LITEPL0, M.D.
Dmytro Bodnarczuk
DERMATOLOGY and DERMAT0LOGIE SURGERY
For further information call (201)
3307 Bainbridge Avenue. Bronx, N.Y. 10467
Call (212) 515-0200
684-6153.

P/T RECEPTIONIST-SECRETARY

10-MM KypiHb y n C „MopHOMopi4l"
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

enaujTOBye

D AHUX 26-ro i 27-ro sepecHn 1987 potty
Ha KopTax oceni YHCoKtty COK>3IBKM

TEHICOBMH TYPHIP
y nonBiflHiR T P I flnfl nnACTYHiB
CEHIOPIB i HHEHIB njlACTnPMflTy
(30 pottlo I CTapillHX)

3a nEPEXiflHy HAixjy
CB. n. nn. COH. flPOCHABA nYMKAHfl H.M.
3ronoujeHHH n o 3MaraHb Bpa3 is BrmcoBMM no $20.00 Bin
npywMHM npMMMae npoBiOHHx 3MaraHb:
nn ceH O f l E K C A H f l E P n O f l O B H M H.M

'I*

251 Kirvgsland Terrace, S o u t h Orange, N.J 07079
(201)763-9331 • (212) 26S-6500
3ronoujeHHfl npMMMaeMO n o 25-ro DepecHfl 1987 p.
4 « K M • H C T M T M T H Ha: PLAST

CHORNOMORTSI

riOMaTOK 3MaraHb — cy6oTa, 26-ro BepecHfl, 10-Ta r o n . paHKy.
ripMMiiueHHfl npocHibCfl 3aMOBnHTM 4epe3ynpasyC0KD3iBKM

has an open position of

PROJECT COORDINATOR/INDEXER
The Immigration History Research Center, a research facility and special collection dedicated to the study of American immigrant and ethnic groups from Eastern, Central, and
Southern Europe and the Near East, seeks a qualified individual to coordinate the Svoboda
Index Project This project is a joint venture of the IHRC and the Ukrainian National Association
to publish a retrospective index to the Ukrainian American newspaper Svoboda.
DUTIES: Selecting terms from newspaper for index; supervising computer data entry of
index terms; coordinating index publication production; proofreading and editing; preparing
budget and status reports; assisting in project publicity efforts.
QUALIFICATIONS: Required — BA; fluency in written Ukrainian and English.
Highly desired — professional indexing experience (related library cataloging
experience may be considered).
Desired — Masters degree in History, Slavic Studies, or Library Science; .knowledge of
Ukrainian and/or Ukrainian American history; publication editing and production experience;
word processing background; supervisory experience: self-motivation and problem solving
ability.
SALARY: Negotiable: $20,000 minimum.
APPOINTMENT TERM: One year, with possibility of renewal depending upon funding;
available immediately.
TO APPLY; Send letter of application, resume, and names, addresses and phone numbers
of three references by October 30. 1987 to:
JOEL WURL
SVOBODA Search Chair
Immigration History Research Center
8 2 6 Berry Street. St. Paul. M N 5 5 1 1 4

The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer
and specifically Invites and encourages applications from women and
minorities.

